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Fifth District state Rep.
Kenny Imes of Murray said a
meeting with several officials
concerning one of his bills in
the
Kentucky
State
Legislature was postponed
Sunday and is expected to
happen today.
Imes
Humphries
Imes said the meeting will
discuss his House Bill 117
that aims to allow private development on land governed by the
Kentucky Department of Parks by authorizing a private developer to lease park land. He said transportation issues prevented one
of the people expected to attend the meeting — retired Army Li
Gen. Leroy Sisco of Texas — from arriving on scheduled
Sunday.
Sisco is the founder of the Military Warriors Support
Foundation. Imes said the meeting, which will also involve
Kentucky Department of Parks Commissioner Elaine Walker, is
expected to visit the possibility of establishing a project at
Kenlake State Resort Park in Aurora,should the bill become law.
"I'm holding this bill until we get the language to exactly
where we want it for presentation to the House," Imes said
Sunday, noting that several other interested parties, including
local leaders and legislators from the far-western part of the
commonwealth,are invited to attend the meeting, as well as officials with the Tennessee Valley Authority that owns the land
where Kenlake is situated, as well as Kentucky Dam Village
State Resort Park in Gilbertsville. "That's the one bill that I've
worked on the longest, and people may ask,'Well, Kenlake and
Kentucky Dam Village aren't in his district, why is he so con- •
cerned with those places?' Well, it's because this is an issue that
affects many people who use these parks and this is a way to
make them stronger. Consequently, though, in the case of
Kenlake,this is a place that directly affects my district(Calloway
and Trigg counties) because of the potential for economic impact
in those communities."
Imes said Walker, with whom he has had several discussions
about this bill already, would be one of the main witnesses to testify on HB 117's behalf in front of the House State Government
Committee, chaired by 15th District state Rep. Brent Yonts of
Greenville. Imes also said Sisco could testify in hearings as well.
A bill must receive committee approval before going before the
House floor for a vote.
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Carver Lawson (nearest camera) and Lucas Stubblefield, both of Murray, leap into the icy
waters of Kentucky Lake Saturday as they participate in the fifth annual Western Kentucky
Polar Plunge at Gilbertsville.
•
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Daily Forecast
TM Kitimat Weather Service
Monday: An 80 percent
chance of rain
mainly
betweeen noon and 3 p.m..
High near 53. South southeast
wind 9 to 13 mph becoming
west in the afternoon.

Monday Night: Partly cloudy.
A low around 29. West wind 5
to 10 mph becoming light and
variable after midnight.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a high
near 60.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy with a low around 40.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a high near 58.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms with a
low near 50.
Thursday: Cloudy with
showers and possibly thunderstorms with a high near 66.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy with showers likely,
possibly a thunderstorm with a
low around 40.
Friday: Mostly sunny with a
high near 58.
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jump in water for
Special Olympics
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
The Conversation Hearts, representing the Murray State University Communication Disorder
Program, are interviewed by well-known area radio personality The Bear on the Air during
Saturday's opening ceremonies for the Polar Plunge.

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. —
Mother Nature certainly put the
"Polar" in the fifth annual
Western
Kentucky
Polar
Plunge Saturday on Kentucky
Lake in Marshall County.
Organizers said that the 27degree air temperature and 37degree water temperature both
became the new all-time marks
for cold conditions for the nearly 500 people who decided to
jump in the lake for Special
Olympics of Kentucky. The
atmosphere
was
further
enforced with the presence of
ice on the parking lots and sidewalks, as well as a healthy
blanket of snow remaining
from earlier storms.
Yet the participants would not
be denied.
"That was probably the coldest _I've ever felt," said Murray
State football player K.D.
Humphries, wrapped up in layers of warm clothing several
minutes after his dip. "I've
jumped in cold water, but nothing nearly as cold as that(he is
a native of Montgomery, Ala.,
hardly a place known for icy
conditions). But I'm glad I did
it. It's for a good cause and I
was representing my team, my
coaches and my university."
Official totals are not known,
but it looks as if the event has a
chance of getting close to last
year's record of $102,000
raised. Money raised goes to
various Special Olympics programs
throughout
the
Bluegrass State that benefit
children and adults with intel-

II See Page 2

Kerry mocks
those who deny
climate change
By MATTHEW LEE
AP Diplomatic Writer
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)
— U.S. Secretary of State John
Kerry on Sunday called climate
change perhaps the world's
"most fearsome" destructive
weapon and mocked those who
deny its existence or question
its causes, comparing them to
people who insist the Earth is
flat.
In a speech to Indonesian students, civic leaders and government officials, Kerry tore into
climate change skeptics. He

•See Page 2

NICK DOLAN / Ledger & Times
2014 CCHS BASKETBALL HOMECOMING COURT:Tori Brown was crowned as the
new queen Saturday evening during the 2014 Calloway County High School basketball
homecoming festivities at Jeffrey Gymnasium. The crowning came prior to the Laker boys
varsity contest with visiting Ohio County, won by CCHS. From left are Whitney Bogard,
Gallia Emerson, Laiken Balmer, Brown, Raegan Green and Daisy Lowe.
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Great day for a dip

Imes anticipates meeting
today; Humphries
keeps tabs on SB 87
By
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From Front
Should the H011st pass the bill.
It would go to the Senate. where
it also would go through committee hearings before going to
that chamber's floor
This is the beginning of a
long-term process, and I've
learned that over a period of
more than 40 years of dealing
with things (in Frankfor0,- Imes
said.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos
Coby Chriswell of Trenton, Tenn. (above) tries to stay in command of the bull during a ride in
this past weekend's Bull Blowout rodeo at the Cherry Exposition Center on the Murray State
University campus. Large crowds took in the action both Friday and Saturday nights as they
enjoyed bull riding, barrel racing and mutton busting, which is demonstrated (below) with this
image of a young cowboy tumbling over an already fallen sheep, making it difficult to determine who had the worst end of this encounter.

Staff Report
I
r tag is coming to the Cherry Exposition
Center on the Murray State University campus this
weekend.
The popular game will be offered from 2 to 10
p.m., Thursday through Saturday. This is open to
MSU students, as well as the general public.
Laser Tag is compared often to paintball in that
both games simulate combat maneuvers, only,
unlike paintball, laser tag is painless because no
actual projectiles are fired in the directions of
players. Laser tag was created in 1979 and has
evolved into both an outdoor and, as will be the
case this weekend, indoor activity that can involve

multiple players simultaneously.
Players attempt to score points with a hand-held
infrared targeting device that is aimed at sensitive
targets worn by each player.
Cost to play is $5 per person per game.
Armbands are available for $30 per night, with
teams of five or less players admitted for $40 per
night. Tournaments are also scheduled for 5:30
p.m. Friday and Saturday. Signup must be completed by 5. Individual play, though, is available
any time during the nightly session.
For more information, call the Expo Center at
270-809-3125.

Murray, Kentucky's
Hearing Rehabilitation Specialist
Experience

Excellence

Integrity

Ms. Vickery is a nationally recognized, Board
Certified Hearing Instrument Specialist. She is
the past President of the Hearing Aid
Association of Kentucky, current Vice-Chair
of the National Board for Certification in
Hearing Instrument Sciences, CEO of the
Mid-America Conference on Hearing, and
a member of the International
Hearing Society.
If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Ms. Vickery and
find out if a hearing aid will help.

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-I115

210 South 12th Street • Murray

Guthrie

While Imes is trying to
strengthen his bill for presentation inside the state Capitol, 1st
District state Sen. Stan
Humphries of Cadiz is hoping he
receives a notice from the House
soon that he is being summoned
to testify on behalf of his Senate
Bill 87 that would allow
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Kentucky high school students to
use state scholarship award Tab Brockman of Murray raises his arms victoriously
money for dual-credit college Saturday morning after he and his group braved the icy
courses. That measure, which waters of Kentucky Lake. Brockman also maintained his
passed by a unanimous 38-0 vote crown as King of the Plunge for most money raised by an
in the Senate several day's ago,is individual.
now in the possession of the
House.
"I have made contact with the
House Education Committee
in the week called for
chairman and others that serve
From Front
Saturday's high to be in the
over there in hopes of fostering
disabilities.
This
good relations that could make lectual
upper 40s to possibly 50.
includes
Murray-Calloway
the
the path a little easier,"
"I'm still trying to figure out
Humphries said Sunday. "The County program, which reportwhat
happened there," said
edly
earned
about
$25,000
from
problem, though, is that they're
coordinator Laura Miller
Plunge
share
its
of
proceeds
the
last
still hearing bills that originated
year.
Murray,
happy with the overof
over there at this time so I don't
One of that program's partici- all turnout. "I think the weather
know what kind of opportunity
we're going to have for the time pants, Erica Nuckols, gave an all winter may have hurt us a bit
being. We're still promoting it, idea of why events such as this as far as the number of people
are so important during an emothough."
plunging, but we still are going
Humphries did say that he has tional speech that was part of the
to
do really well, and we had
learned of concerns the day's opening ceremonies at the
Kentucky Higher Education Kentucky Dam Village State people from throughout the area
Authority has when it comes to Resort Park Convention Center. for this."
"This is something where
costs. He did say that a fiscal
Williams also was involved in
report was prepared that showed event officials don't discrimi- a down-to-the-,wire battle with
that such information is indeter- nate because of how you are or fellow Murrayan Tab
Brockman
what culture you come from.
minable at this time.
for
the
King
of
the
Plunge
They allow us to do the things
crown
for
money
most
raised
by
Humphries said he received a that everyone else can do,"
Nuckols
individual
an
said.
participant.
In
the
visit last week from Louisville
Motivated by her words and end, though, Brockman kept his
Mayor Greg Fischer in regards to
several other presentations crown from last year, having
Senate Bill 135 that would allow
Kentucky voters to decide if they involving Special Olympics par- raised more than $6,000, besting
want to amend the state constitu- ticipants from throughout the
Williams, the 2012 king, by less
tion to allow for a local option area, the throng of plungers,
than
$1,000. Another Murrayan.
known
officially
as
Polar
Bears,
sales tax of up to 1 percent. The
bill is being promoted as a way soon headed out of the warmth Jeff Stewart,finished third with
of investing in special projects of the Convention Center and a strong showing of more than
into stone cold reality of what $3,000, meaning the three men
for communities.
they
were about to do.
Fischer is a proponent of the
were responsible for nearly
It also could not have helped
measure that was filed by 20th
$15,000 among them.
District state Sen. Paul Homback their courage to see rescue per"I'm so happy to represent the
sonnel using tools to break up
of Shelbyville.
Murray
Rotary Club again in
"I really haven't decided which ice that had formed at the jump
this
year's Plunge. My fellow
way I'd vote on this just yet," site near the Old Beach of the
Rotarians helped get my
Humphries said. "There is a side park.
Even for Plunge veterans, fundraising off to a great start
of me that says maybe a local
option deserves an opportunity, Saturday's conditions were and then helped push the total
but there is also a concern in extreme.
over the top in the last couple of
"I think I can finally say that
communities that don't have
days
and we had a great time
metro form of government that a this really felt cold," said Chuck
with,
the three of us, and it's all
Williams
of
Murray, a member
city project would be financed
by everybody in the county so I of the event planning commit- good. It's a win win for everytee, who had jumped three of the one," Brockman said.
still need to look at this one."
***
past four years. "We'd been
"That was extremely cold! I
Imes also said he expects the lucky several of the other years tell you,even
though you are no
House will vote on House Bill (including last year's 50-plus
more
than
two
or three feet from
173 that would prohibit smoking degree weather), but, man, we
in public places and places of got the icy stuff this time after it the ladder that you climb up to
employment. He said it is looked like we were going to be leave the water, it may as well
unknown what day this might be fine."
feel like a quarter of a mile. That
Temperature forecasts earlier was something!"
coming to the floor,just that "it's
on the calendar for this week
sometime."

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will meet
at 6 p.m. Monday in the
board room of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce office on North
12th Street. Agenda items
include old business (naming
a committee to work on
updating the park master
plan, update on the MurrayCalloway County Foundation
matching grant for the Rotary
Club of Murray Amphitheater
and vandalism at the park)
and new business (2014
committee
assignments,
weather impacts on parks
and discussion/action on
referendum
parks
for
November 2014 ballot.
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday in the Calloway
District Courtroom of the
Calloway County Judicial
Building on North Fourth
Street. Agenda items include
statement of income in
excess of limitations, action
on approving lease renewal
for graders, and presentation
from NaturChem Inc., and
board appointments
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

From Front
accused them of using shoddy science and scientists to delay steps
needed to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases at the risk of
imperiling the planet.
A day earlier, the US. and China
announced an agreement to cooperate more closely on combating climate change. American officials
hope that will help encourage others, including developing countries
like Indonesia and India, to follow
suit.
China and the United States are
the biggest sources of emissions of
cart)irxi dioxide and other gases that
cause the atmosphere to trap solar
heat and alter the climate. Scientists
say such changes are leading to
drought, wildfires, rising sea levels,
melting polar ice, plant and animal
extinctions and other extreme conditions.
Kerry said everyone and every
country must take responsibility for
the problem and act immediately.
"We simply don't have time to let
a few loud interest groups hijack the
climate conversation," he said,
referring to what he called "big
companies" that "don't want to
change and spend a lot of money"
to act to reduce the risks.
Kerry later singled out major oil
and coal concerns as the primary
offenders.

"We should not allow a tiny
minority of shoddy scientists and
science and extreme ideologues to
compete with scientific facts,"
Kerry told the audience at a U.S.
Embassy-run American Center in a
shopping mall. "The science is
unequivocal, and those who refuse
to believe it are simply burying
their heads in the sand."
Kerry said the cost of inaction
will far outweigh the significant
expense of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions that trap solar heat in
the atmosphere and contribute to
the Earth's rising temperatures. He
outlined a litany of recent weather
disasters, particularly flooding and
typhoons in Asia, and their impact
for billions of people.
"This city, this country, this
region, is really on the front lines of
climate change," Kerry said. "It's
not an exaggeration to say that your
entire way of life here is at risk."
The solution, Kerry said, is a nev,
global energy policy that shift
reliance from fossil fuels to cleaner
technologies. The U.S-China statement issued just after Kerry left
Beijing on Saturday said the two
countries agreed on steps to carry
out commitments to curb greenhouse gases, including reducing
vehicle emissions, improving energy efficiency of buildings and other
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Cellphones find
ways to prisoners
at alarming rate

Fhb Lee Gila%
Finis 1-4X Guthrie. 73. of Murray. Ky , died Thursday, Feb I 3.
2014 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Funeral services will be at I p.m., Monday. Feb
17. 2014 at the Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home with Rev. Kerry Lambert officiating. Burial
will follow in Mt. Cannel Cemetery.
He was born May 17. 1940 in Palmersville.Tenn .
He was preceded in death by his parents, Dewey
Leroy and Effie Jane Lindsey Guthrie. and one sister. Joe Sheridan.
Mr. Guthrie is survived by his wife, Faye Cole
Guthrie; two sisters, Claire Kelley of Mayfield and
Gullwie
Mary Lou Hopkins and husband Larry of Shelby
Township, Mich.; two brothers, Ray Guthrie of
Benton and Roy Lee Guthrie of Lynnville; two sisters-in-law, Donna
Miller and husband Bud of Murray and Patricia Galloway and husband Leroy of Nashville, Tenn.; a brother-in-law Bill Sheridan of
Springfield, Ga.; several nieces, nephews and cousins; 12 greatnieces and nephews; and one great-great-nephew.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to West Kentucky'
Mentoring, 203 Ash Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Blalock-Coleman & York is in charge of arrangements.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Bradley Smith of Benton tries to'getthe ball around an obstacle as playing partner Kenan
Buchanan of Coldwater (left) watches the progress, while other playing partners Madison
Gupton of Kirksey (second from right) and Cheyanne Howe of Dexter await their turn Saturday
during the inaugural Putt Children First Indoor Glow Golf Fundraiser at Treasure Golf in
Murray.

Aubrey Stom, 84, of Almo, Ky., died 'Saturday. Feb. 15, 2014 at
the Lake Way Nursing Home in Benton.
He was born on Dec. 10, 1929 in McCracken
County. He worked for the Murray division of
Tappan and retired as a machine operator from
Briggs and Stratton. He was an Air Force veteran of
the Korean War and was also a member of Owens
Chapel Baptist Church and a member of the Blood
River Baptist Builders.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Jesse
and Tennie B. Thompson Stom; his wife, Lindon
"Linda" Stom; one daughter, Deborah Linn By JOHN WRIGHT
Stom
McWherter Kirksey, and one brother, Thomas Staff Writer
West Kentucky Mentoring is
Stom.
hoping
it has found its signature
He is survived by three sons, the Rev. James
"Jimmy" Stom and wife Sally of Benton; the Rev. community activity.
Saturday marked the agency's
Darvin Stom and wife Vivian of Smithland, and
inaugural
Putt Children First
David Stom and wife Tammy of Murray; 10 grandchildren, Jamie Stom and wife Katie of Benton, Indoor Glow Golf Fundraiser at
Shawn Stom and wife Jennifer of Greenville, S.C., Travis Stom of the Treasure Golf & Cove Cafe.
Smithland, Crystal Manus and husband Marc, Josh McWherter and WKYM Program Coordinator
wife Tosha,and Jordan McWherter, all of Murray, Jeremy Stom and Suzy Crook said $500 was
wife Nikki of Kirksey, Jill Madding and husband Dale of Mayfield, raised and she believes this has a
Keith Stom of Bay City, Michigan, and Paula Stom of Murray; and chance to become a big hit in the
13 great-grandchildren, Breanna, Zachary, and Char Manus, Ty, community.
"We've just been looking for
Zoe, and Bo Stom, Tray and Avery Madding, Conner and Nate
something
to call our own and
Stom, Kaelyn and Ziley McWherter, and Kensley Bradley.
Funeral service will be held at 10 a.m., Tuesday, Feb. 18, 2014 at when I found that this place
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray with the Rev. Greg existed (on South 12th Street), I
Wells officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial just thought this might be something we could try," Crook said.
Gardens.
Visitation will be held on Monday,Feb. 17,2014 from 5-8 p.m.. at "So I asked the people who run
the place - Serjio and Pam
the J.H. Churchill funeral home.
Expression of sympathy may go to: Alzheimer's Association Tonini and their business partner
Kentucky Chapter, Kaden Tower 6100 Dutchmans Lane. Ste. 401, Tony Nolcox - if this was something we could do together, and
Louisville, Ky. 40205-3284.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- they've just been so easy to
work with in getting this,ready.
home.com.
"Treasure Golf saw an
This is a paid obituary.
increase in customers and
The number of times published or the length of one or more of the WKYM benefitted from a $500
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and business day and perhaps the
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space. biggest benefit however is the

Crook believes Glow Goff act''
can become key WKYM fundraiser

Calloway County Farm Bureau
observes Food Check-Out Week
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Farm Bureau office is joining in the
statewide recognition of Food Check-Out Week.
This is being observed through Saturday.
"America's food supply is the most affordable, as well as the
safest, in the world," said Kentucky Farm Bureau President Mark
Haney in a statement. "Domestic foods that are produced by farmers in Kentucky and throughout the United States are responsible, in
pan, for our nation's increased standard of living."
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Economic
Research Service, American consumers spend, on average, a little
more than 10 percent of their disposable income for food. That
means the average household will have earned enough disposable
income - the portion of income available for spending or saving to pay for its annual food supply in about seven weeks. Haney said.
Long after Food Check-Out Week,Americans are required to continue earning income for other necessities. The Tax Foundation has
reported that Americans must work over 100 days to pay their federal taxes.
"We work much longer to pay for federal taxes than for food,"
Haney said.

Snake-handling pastor dies after snake bite
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.(AP)- A snake-handling Kentucky pastor who appeared on the National Geographic television reality
show "Snake Salvation" has died after being bitten by a snake.
According to a news release from the Middlesboro Police
Department, someone called first responders at about 8:30 p.m. on
Saturday regarding a snake-bite victim at a church.
When the ambulance arrived, they were told that Jamie Coots had
gone home. Contacted at his house, Coots refused medical treatment. Emergency workers left at a little after 9:00 p.m. When they
returned about an hour later, Coots was dead.
Coots was caught in January 2013 transporting three rattlesnakes
and two copperheads through Knoxville. Tenn., for his church.
Tennessee wildlife officials confiscated the snakes, and Coots
pleaded guilty to illegally wildlife possession. He was given one
year of unsupervised probation.

Father,daughter who survived fire return home
GREENVILLE,Ky.(AP)- A Kentucky father and daughter who
were injured in a house fire that killed nine family members returned
home on Saturday to a parade.
WBKO reports Chad and Kylie Watson arrived in Greenville to
signs, balloons and cheers from well-wishers. Elevenryear-old Kylie
and her father were injured on Jan. 30 when some type of combustible material fell against a baseboard heater in a bedroom. The
blaze killed La Rae "Nikki" Watson and eight of the Watson children, ages 4 to 15.
The father and daughter were hospitalized in Nashville for more
than two weeks, recovering from their burns

partnership now forged between she spoke in between shots of
Treasure Golf and WKYM."
one of the rounds she played
Serjio Tonini said Treasure Saturday.
Golf has been in Murray for
"I don't want to leave,"
about nine months now.
Scarborough said. "This is the
"In the summer months, we
had a lot of people coming here, first time I've ever been here
but now that we're in winter and arid it's awesome. It's also
the cold months have come, it's something new that I don't think
slowed down a bit," Tonini said. the community had before."
"We're just offering a slow style
WKYM matches adult menof golf that's a bit different."
tors with children 5 to 18. Crook
It is that as neon dominates the said that while the agency is
playing atmosphere. The play- based in
Murray, she is hoping
ing area is dark, except for the
its "West Kentucky" title will
balls, putting lane boundaries,
holes, tee boxes and many tropi- begin attracting more attention
cal accessories that provide the from the rest of the area and that
events such as the tournament
scenery.
"It really is nice in here. It's will help spread its message.
warm on a day like this (temperIn addition, Crook announced
atures in Murray were in the that, beginning this week,
30s) but they also have other WKYM will issue $5 tickets
things, such as birthday party that, when presented for a
game
areas and a game area where you
of glow golf, Treasure Golf will
can play things like cornhole,"
.
,give back s per ticket to
Crook said....
for an entire year.
1
Laura
Scarborough, 't-•'11KYM
ite?
c
Treasure
Golf is open from 11
Calloway County High S
to
a.m.
8
p.m. Fridays and
alumnus now attending Murray
State University, gave her full Saturdays and 1 to 5 p.m.
endorsement for glow golf as Sundays.

Cunis Center hosts county chess championships Saturday
Special to the Ledger
The Mur-Cal Chess Club and the
Murray State University Chess
Club will host the county championship chess tournament Saturday
on the third floor of the Curris
Center on the MSU campus.
Lite registration will begin at 9
a.m. and end at 9:30. Each player
will have 30 minutes for each
game for a total of 60 minutes for
each game.
The first round will begin at
9:30, the second round will begin
at 10:30, the third round at noon
and the fourth at about I p.m. The
event is expected to finish at about
2.

This is not a knock-out tourna- (by 6 p.m. Friday). The late entry
ment; everyone plays each round. fee on Saturday will be $20. No
Trophies will be given in each other fees will be required.
category' to the county scholastic
For more information, visit the
champions (K-3, K-5, K-8, K-12) Mur-Cal Chess Club blog at
and the tournament winner. The http://mur-calchess.blogspot.corn/
top finishing Murray State student or call Wayne Bell at 270-293will become the 2014 college 7675.
champion. There will also be a
trophy for the top finisher from
each school system - Calloway,
Murray, Lamp.
If there are sufficient advance
entries, then there will be a separate section for less experienced
players. No memberships are
required. There is a $10 entry fee
for those who register in advance

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) They're hidden in babies' diapers.
ramen noodle soup packages, soda
is and even body cavities.
Not drugs or weapons, but cellphones 'They're becoming a glowing probion in pnsons across the
country as they are used to make
threats, plan escapes and kw inmates
to continue to make money from
illegal activity even while behind
bars
"You can pick states all across the
country and you'll see everything
from hits being ordered on individuals to criminal enterprises being run
from inside institutions with cellphones," said Michael Crews, head
of Flonda's Department of
Corrections.
When two murderers serving life
sentences escaped from Flonda
Panhandle prison last fall, a search
of their cells turned up a cellphone
used to help plan the getaway,drawing attention to the burgeoning problem. It was just one of 4,200 cellphones confiscated by prison officials last year, or II per day.
"The scary part is, if we found
4200, we know that's not all of
them," Crews said.
And while prison officials are trying their best to keep cellphones out,
Its not such an easy task. Jamming
cellphone signals is prohibited by
federal law, and it costs more than
$1 million each for authorized towers that control what calls can come
in and out of prisons.
In Texas,a death row inmate made
several calls with a cellphone to
state Sen. John Whitmire, who
chairs the Criminal Justice
Committee. Whitmire didn't believe
it when he started receiving calls
from death row inmate Richard
Tabler.
"He held his phone out, I guess
outside his cell and there was a very
distinct prison noise. He said, 'Did
you hear that? and I said, 'Yup.
That's a prison,' " Whitmire said. "I
said,'How'd you get that phone? He
said, '1 paid $2,100 for it: I said,
'How do you keep it charged? He
said,'I have a charger."
The calls continued,and Whitmire
had the phone investigated. The
month before, Tabler used 2,800
minutes and was sharing the phone
with other prisoners. Tablers mother, in Georgia, was paying the bill
and collecting payments from the
other prisoners' families.
Tabler asked Whitmire if he could
help arrange a visit with his mother.
When she arrived in Texas she was
arrested for her part in the prison
cellphone scheme. Tabler wasn't
happy about that and made another
call to Whitmire. "He said he was
going to have me killed," Whitmire
said.

Michael D.Pierce,CPA
is proud to welcome

Julie A.Keller, CPA

as a partner to his accounting firm.

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
h

Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones lad.
+ 115.11
Air Products .......--.11738 + OAS
Apple
.343.48 - 0.92
AT&T,Inc
33.15 - 0.34
BUT ............------37.60 + 0.17
Bank of America ..............16.70 -0,05
Briggs & Stratton
.22.27 -013
Bristol Myers Squibb 5437 + 0.88
Caterpillar.
9655 + 0.44
Chevron Texaco Corp....l13,4$ + 0.97
Yahoo.........
.... 38.19 0.32
Dean Foods
-14.68 + 0.53
Exxon-Mobil .._...........,....94.1l + 2.68
Ford Motor Co.............--15.24 + 0.16
General Electric
.25.74 + 0.30
Gluo Smith Kline -- 35.89 + 0.83
Amazon ...-.-.-_-......--356.81 - 036
Goodyear Tire & Rubber -.26.66 - 0.27
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HopFed Base
IBM -..-----183.69 + 1.85
Intel
+ 0.06
Kroger
+ 029
Mattel ....--------.36.64 0.41
McDonalds-----95.78 + 0.32
Merck --------.----. 55.44 + 0.34
Microsoft
-37.63 + 0.03
J.C. Penney --.-A.14 + 0.15
Pepsico,Inc.
- 1.60
Pfizer, Inc....------.31.94 + 0.24
Regions Financial .......-10.35 + 0.116
Sears Holding Corp ..........4135 2.05
Time Warner
....A530 + 0.70
US Bancorp
+ 0.52
WellPoint. Inc
-11714 + 2.0
Wal-Mart
7579+0,43

Mrs. Keller, a native ofDexter, Missouri, is a 2004 graduate
of Murray State University where she earned a Bachelor of
Science degree in business and accounting. She began working
at Pierce & Associates in April of2006 and became a Certified
Public Accountant in October, 2007. Julie and her husband,
Dr. Heath Keller are avid Murray State Racer sportsfans and
are proud to call Murray home.
Pierce, Keller & Associates, FLU'is looking forward to
serving all your accounting needs this tax season and
throughout the year.

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (l-R).
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-7533366 I 000• 444.1854
Hours: 800 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F

310 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
PIERCE•KELLER
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KEES bill passes
Kentucky Senate
We continue to manage our
daily routines despite the hazardous
w inter weather conditions throughout the state. Everyone is having
challenges in this weather with
school being out so much, worker. outside at all hours treating mads,
repairing v. ater lines and restoring
power. I know we all are looking
tom ard to better, safer conditions
outside.
Sensitise to the time we have
and the accountability we hold to
the citizens of Kentucky, the Senate carried on its work this week
(Feb. 3-7).
As you are most likely aware,
I sponsored Senate Bill 87, which
In% es opportunity to Kentucky's
students and helps translate education into jobs. This bill enables
Kentucky students who have performed at a high level and earned
scholarship money through the Kentucky Educational Excelknce Scholarship (KEES) program, to take
up to six hours of dual credit
courses from an accredited college
or an industry-recognized program
offering certification or licensure
in a skilled trade. Senate Bill 87
passed the Senate without opposition and then moved on to the
House for consideration.
Other bills passed that week
included Senate Bill I and Senate
Bill 58. Senate Bill I, which places
a constitutional amendment on the
ballot to ensure checks and balances and empower the Legislature to void deficient Executive
Branch administrative regulations.
Senate Bill 58 proposes a constitutional amendment to abolish
the office of the State Treasurer upon
completion of the current term.
With this measure, Kentucky would
save at least $2 million annually
with the potential to save an additional $750,000 in subsequent years.
The duties of the office would be
absorbed by the Finance and Administration Cabinet with the Commonwealth's quarterly report being
transferred to the State Auditor's
Office to provide appropriate checks
and balances.
The week of Feb. 3-7, the Senate passed legislation that I cosponsored. Senate Bill 44 grants 10
percent gross weight tolerance on
all highways, except interstates, for

registered
farm trucks
•
transporting
agricultural
products.
Many of our
leading agricultural industries can save
money and
operate more
LedistIve
efficiently
Wage
with
this
By Stan
measure. It
Humphries
also will keep
Kentucky
companies in
Senator
our
state,
rather
than
them relocating to save money.
also cosponsored Senate Bill
59, which makes certain contractual language null and void regarding damaged items received from
commercial transporters. In short,
this would protect motor carriers
from clauses in shipping contracts
that require them to assume liability for all accidents even if they're
not at fault. The provision would
prevent the motor carriers from
being obligated to pay any claim
that may arise from the contract
regardless of fault.
Please continue to contact me
with your issues and concerns. You
may call my office in Frankfort at
800-372-7181 or e-mail me
atStan.Humphries@Irciy.gov at any
time. If you wish to check the
status of a bill, you can call the
Bill Status Line at (866) 840-2835.
You can also follow the work of
our caucus on twitter at @kysenategop. I appreciate your time and
input.
Senator Stan Humphries RCadiz.) represents the 1st District
including Calloway, Fulton, Graves.
Hickman, Lyon and Trigg Counties. He is the Co-Chairman of
the Capital Planning Advisory
Board, Chairman of the Budget
Review Subcommittee on Education, as well as the Vice-Chairman of both the Education Committee and the State and Local
Government Committee. He is a
member of the Appropriations and
Revenue Committee and the Agriculture Committee.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.

LETTERS POLICY
se' Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.corn.
be Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
ol No letters will be printed anonymously.
se Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
se The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
goe Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
se Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger &
Times staff.
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On telephone scam,smoke-free law,Beshear's tax
plan,teacher tax credit, Detroit and immigrants
The Independent
Ashland, Ky.
Kentucky State Police have
issued a warning for residents
to beware of a telephone scam
that so far has only been reported in Harlan County, but if it
works in bamboozling innocent people out of their money
there, it is a certainly it will
expand to other counties.
Most should be able to avoid
getting scammed by heeding
this simple advice: If it sounds
too good to be true, it probably is.
Police say residents report
they have received calls from
people claiming to be with the
U.S.
Government
Grants
Department. The caller claims
the person being called is the
recipient of a federal grant.
All they have to do to receive
the grant is to send money.
The callers also ask for checking account numbers and credit card information, something
no one should give to strangers
on the telephone.
Police at the Harlan KSP
post say anyone who receives
calls, mail or emails from people they don't know should
ignore them.
It is difficult to believe
many would fall for such a
scam, but apparently there are
enough of the gullible to make
it worth the time, effort and
risks taken by the fake government employees. Sadly,
some of the victims of such
scams never report them
because they are too embarrassed to admit they fell for
such a ploy. However, only
by reporting the scams can the
perpetrators be caught before
they steal from other innocent
victims.
Lexington Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
CVS is giving up $2 billion in annual Sales by removing cigarettes from its shelves.
The nation's second-largest
pharmacy with total sales of
$123 billion apparently thinks
that no longer retailing death
and disease will give it a competitive edge as a health-care
provider.
Not just CVS sees a competitive advantage in curtailing tobacco consumption,
though.
The Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce,representing 92,000
businesses, surveyed its members last year and found that
more than 90 percent of respondents support a statewide ban
on smoking in enclosed public spaces,including most workplaces.
Legislation that would provide that, House Bill 173,
cleared the House Health and
Welfare Committee Thursday
for the third year. Alas, it has
yet to receive a vote in either
chamber.
This year should be different. Kentucky leads the nation
in smoking and cancer. Smokin, flri
crnnke
dme up health-care costs for
Kentucky's employers and tax-

IN OTHER WORDS

passion for Kentucky children's
education.

The following are editorials from other newspapers The Gleaner
in Kentucky offering opinions about issues of impor- Henderson, Ky.
Congress is about to resume
tance.
its annual and pointless debate
over illegal immigration. with
payers and depress economic million in new revenue.
Republicans insisting that
productivity.
Instead the governor proThis General Assembly, poses a scaled-back plan that before anything else gets done
which has little money to invest would raise only about $210 the government finish buildin making the state more com- million. That's not even enough ing a barrier the length of the
petitive, should leap on this to cover the state's current pen- border with Mexico.
At one point while Conopportunity to pass a no-cost sion shortfall, let alone accomgress was mired in stalemate,
pro-business bill.
modate needs of education,
The property rights and indi- human services and other areas Michael Bloomberg, then New
vidual liberty arguments wield- of a state government that has York mayor,brought some fresh
ed against it are bogus. A cen- cut $1.6 billion in spending thinking to bear on the immitury of legal precedent estab- because of an ongoing decline gration issue, proposing the
following:
lishes that government has the in revenue
The United States would
authority — indeed, the duty
And it provides goodies to
— to protect public . health. the business community — welcome families under this
Many courts, including Ken- about $234 million in tax cuts condition: "We're going to
tucky's Supreme Court, have — at the expense of others assign you a city — let's say
Detroit — you've got to agree
ruled that protecting workers who could have benefited.
to not be arrested and not take
and the public from secondStill, even
as critics
hand smoke is a legitimate use acknowledge, it's a start. Ken- any federal, state or city money,
of that authority.
tucky's tax system has been and you've got to live there
This state has a long his- thoroughly studied by a dozen for seven years and if you
tory with tobacco, but, as the panels over the last several survive seven years, we'll make
chamber's Ashli Watts told a decades, all of which have all you and your family full citlegislative committee last fall, reached the same conclusion: izens."
There were a few red flags
"the health effects can no longer Kentucky simply can't afford
in
there. That word "survive,"
be ignored."
not to upgrade the tax sysfor example. One Detroit blogtem.
Courier-Journal
It's not enough to let the ger suggested that if the immiLouisville, Ky.
state limp along. Kentucky grants survived one night in
Nearly halfway into the cur- deserves better and citizens certain parts of the city they
deserved immediate citizenship.
rent legislative session. Gov. should demand it.
Detroit took a while to warm
Steve Beshear has waded in
to
the plan, but having seen
with a plan to upgrade the Daily News
its population fall from 1.8
state's tax system to create at Bowling Green, Ky.
least some of the revenue KenTeachers deserve a lot of million to 700,000, finally
tucky desperately needs — but credit for all they do for stu- embraced it.
And why not? No one else
it may be too little too late, dents.
wanted
to move to a city whose
at least for now.
One important, selfless act
Some lawmakers already are Kentucky teachers do every most well-known landmark is
exhibiting the usual allergic year sometimes goes unnoticed the massive ruined hulk of a
reaction to taxes — even before - they dip into their own pock- once grand but not abandoned
the plan hits print. Beshear ets to pay for classroom sup- railroad station.
Michigan Gov. Rick Snysaid he wants to seek a con- plies.
sensus before his proposal is
Teachers do this because der is seeking Washington's
help in bringing 5,000 immifiled as a bill.
they care.
And the outlook for any
School budgets clearly aren't grants this year, rising to 15,000
reform, no matter how mod- lined with Fort Knox gold for a year by the fifth year of the
est, is dicey in an election supplies. When teachers go program, to live and work in
year with all 100 House seats beyond the schools' means and Detroit. Snyder, it would seem
and half the 38 Senate seats buy these education tools, they to us. was aiming just a trion the ballot. Many incum- show their passion for educa- fle high.
bent legislators face challengers tion and their care for kids'
The governor is seeking
and likely will be placing polit- futures.
50,000
"with
immigrants
ical survival ahead of the needs
Currently, teachers can get
of Kentucky.
a $250 state tax credit for advanced degrees or excepPerhaps that's why the gov- buying supplies. State Rep. tional abilities in science, busiernor has proffered a modest, Brian Linder, R-Dry Ridge, ness or the arts."
Bloomberg theorized that
pro-business plan that falls far has proposed a bill that would
short of the one put forth by increase the credit to $500 illegal immigrants, safe from
deportation and on a path to
the latest group to study Ken- annually.
tucky's revenue and tax probIn announcing House Bill citizenship — as long as they
lems.
243, Linder pointed to a sur- stayed within the city limits,
That's the governor's Blue vey he reviewed that noted would reclaim derelict neighRibbon Commission on Tax 40,000 Kentucky teachers took borhoods, start small businessReform, a panel Mr. Beshear the $250 credit last fiscal year es, have a low crime rate and,
appointed in 2012 with Lt. and maxed out. He said some "Since they value education,
Gov. Jerry Abramson as chair- teachers spend up to $1,000 they'd make a big fuss and
man.
on classroom supplies each demand that the schools get better."
Its mission was broad: to year.
All of this sounds quite
come up with a plan to restrucThis is a lot of money on
ture the state's rickety tax sys- a teacher's salary, which is plausible, and if the idea works,
tem in order to generate funds why Linder's bill is so impor- exhausted, frightened and
soaked illegal immigrants may
to run a modern state govern- tant to Kentucky educators.
ment. Its goals were ambiIt is a plus that our state climb out of the Rio Grande
tious: to make the state's tax offers a tax credit for teach- to find waiting for them —
system fair, shift taxation from ers at all, but Linder's pro- not border control agents, clogoods to services and provide posal of a higher tax credit gooders bearing food and water
tax breaks when reasonable.
goes further toward easing the or the thugs who prey on desperate illegals but smiling memAnd its results were bold: spending burden.
a sweeping plan of dozens of
By passing House Bill 243, bers of the Detroit Chamber
changes the commission esti- the Gener41 Assembly would of Commerce, jostling with
mated would raise up to $659 reward teachers' dedication and similar delegations from Cleveland, Buffalo and Youngstown.
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Mason named
to president's
list fall 2013

Quilt Lovers to meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet at 6 p.m.,
Tuesday. Feb. 18 in the Senior Citizens Center
at the WeaLs Community Center. All quilter,
are welcome to attend

MYBSA needs umpires
The Murray Youth Baseball and Softball
Association (MYBSA) of the MurrayCalloway County Parks and Recreation are in
need of umpires for the 2014 season. Applicants
must be at least 16 years of age. Applications
are available at the MCC Park Office or email
info@playballmcc.com to request an application.

Parkinson's Support Group to meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet for lunch at 11:30 a.m.,
Tuesday, Feb. 18 at Emeritus at Murray,905 Glendale Road. Bingo
will be played and the program will be presented by Denise Haley,
R.N., home health nurse with the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Call Jan Flynn for more information,(270) 753-6845.

Special Olympic sign-ups to be held
Sign-ups for the Special Olympics track and field will be
Thursday. Feb. 20 at 5:30 p.m., in the library of Murray Middle
School, 801 Main Street. All interested athletes, unified partners
and volunteers are encouraged to attend. For more information contact Laura Miller at (270) 293-9054 or email Laura.miller@murray.kyschools.us.

Nonprofit Connections event to be held
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The Department of Community Leadership and Human Services
is having a Nonprofit Connections event on Tuesday. Feb. 18.
Nonprofit Connections is designed to provide the Murray State
campus community a chance to explore volunteer, service and
internship opportunities with nonprofit partners in the region. The
event will be from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., in the Curris Center dance
lounge on the campus of Murray State University. For more information contact Robin Esau,(270) 809-3824 or email resau@murraystate.edu.
MWC Music Department to meet
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. Feb. 18,at 7 p.m.,at the club house. The program will feature the Murray State University acappella group,the Murray State
University men's ensemble, The Muses and the Murray High
women's chorus under the direction of Laynie Alba Mitchell. Guest
are invited. Hostesses will be Oneida White, Martha Joiner,Cynthia
Barnes, Judith Hill, Anita Vance and Rebecca Landolt.

Housing authority offers computer class
The Computer Learning Center of the Housing Authority of
Murray is offering a free computer class on PowerPoint 2013 on
Tuesday - Thursday, Feb. 18-20 from 10 am. until noon. Call(270)
753-5000,ext 310 for more information.

East Calloway SBDM meeting to be held

Photo provided
MUSIC DEPARTMENT AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS: The Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club awarded scholarships to Murray State University sophomore music majors.
Pictured, from left, Grant Ellington, alto saxophone; Anissa Quilling, soprano; Hyoan Park,
piano; Thomas Crawford, piano; Angela Kim, soprano; Austin Herald, horn; Lori Jo Cain, flute.
Funds for the scholarship came from the department's dinner/concert held in May.

Scholarships available for
local farm bureau members
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Farm
Bureau is sponsoring three
scholarships for students of
Calloway County Farm Bureau
families. The scholarships are in
the amount of $500 each and are
in addition to the numerous
scholarships awarded through
the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Education Foundation.
The local scholarship program
began 20 years ago for graduates of Calloway County High
School, Murray High School
and
Eastwood
Christian
Academy. The applicants parents must be members of the

Calloway County Farm Bureau.
The recipients may attend any
accredited college or university
but must pursue a four-year
course of study. The recipients
must enter college as a beginning freshman no later than the
fall semester following high
school graduation. The scholarship proceeds will be divided
into two equal payments to the
winners.
Calloway
County
Farm
Bureau
President
Sharon
Furches said the local scholarship program was established to.
promote leadership and academic achievement during high

school and to encourage students to seek higher education.
Furches also stressed that applications for the local scholarship
must be delivered to the Farm
Bureau office by Feb. 28.
The scholarship selection
committee will use the rules
established by the Kentucky
Farm
Bureau
Education
Foundation, Inc., with the
exception of the GPA and ACT
scores. The scholarship application and entry rules are available
from high school guidance
counselors and at the local Farm
Bureau office at 1702 KY 121 N
bypass.

East Calloway Elementary School will hold its Site-Based
Decision-Making meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 4 p.m.

WOW Lodge to hold Valentine dinner
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 and 728 will have a Valentine
dinner at 5:30 p.m.,Tuesday, Feb. 18 at the Woodmen Building. All
members are invited to attend.

McReynolds Essay Contest to be held
Entries for the Steve McReynolds Essay Contest must be submitted no later than 4 p.m., Friday. March 7 to the Murray Ledger &
Times or hand delivered to the security desk at the Calloway
County Judicial Building, 312 North 4th Street. Entry forms are
available at all local schools. Awards will be presented Monday,
April 7 at a banquet in the Curris Center Ballroom on the campus
of Murray State University. For more information contact Trish
Barton (270) 753-5856.

CCPL offers free computer class
The Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
class on Skype and Twitter on Thursday. Feb. 20 from 12:30-2:30
p.m. Registration is required. Call (270) 753-2288 for more information.

Photo provided

SINGING FOR OTHERS:
Top photo, from left, Tony
McClure, Roger Stubblefield,
Randy McClure and Gary
McClure, The King's Sons,
performed at a recent meeting of the New Beginning's
Support Group. Also singing
were
sisters
Heather
McClure Lawrence, left, and
Brittany McClure Holland,
right, who sang along with
their father, Gary McClure.

Weill to speak at MSU
Dr. Lawrence Weill, author, will speak and sign copies of his
book, Incamte, in the Barkley room of the Curris Center on the
campus of Murray State University Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 7:30
p.m.

NAMI support group to meet
The NAMI/Murray Family Support Group will meet on
Thursday. Feb. 20, at 6:30 p.m. The meeting MI be held at the
Educational Services Building of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, The support group is for the family and friends of someone diagtibSed with a mental illness such as bi-polar, major depression, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder,
post-traumatic stress disorder and boarderline personality disorder.
At each meeting a sharing and support time lets attendees be heard
in a safe,confidential and welcoming environment. For more information, call (270)748-6133.

Spode; to the Lodger
A local student has been rec.
ognized by Freed-Hardeinau
University
for
academic
achievement during the 201;
fall semester. Emily Mason ot
Kirksey has been named to the
President's List.
Mason is a junior Mejortng iii
English. Inclusion on th,
President's List requires wain
tattling a grade--point aveN4.2.t.
of 4.0 for the semester and full
time status.
Freed-Hardeman is accredited
by the Southern Association in
Colleges and Schools to otter
baccalaureate and master's
degrees. Perennially ranked in
the region's top tier by U.S
News and World Report. FH1
offers an excellent education
within a Christian environment

by jenise Howard
Love is in the air here :it ill,Woods. We celebrated Valeriiiiic•.
Day all week and had a blow MI • CI
ebration on Friday. We started our
week out with a isit trom A011 and
AXA, who played Bingo sk ith its 11
Sunday'. We sure enjoy it 55 hen stu
dents come and share their time witli
us. They remind us what it is to be
young and full of energy. not ii
lion the nice prizes they brought us
On Tuesday we watched "Ice Cast
les,- a love story about an inspirriu:
ice skater. We got love and a ion,
Olympics all in one mos re On
Wednesday we decorated heart-shapc
cookies and had a blast. Our cleans I
ty sure showed through with our fin
ished product. They almost looked
too good to eat. but we decided nod'
ing was that pretty. We had a huge
turn out and the judging was brutal
We did award mime special prizes t
Wanda.Beasley. Allegra Jones. 1.thcl
Fiizer and Pat Ellegood. Everyone slid
such a great job we gave thou all
some prizes also.
During this special love week us
celebrated several birthdays Mr. Car I
Sainalo shared his red vels et hirthd.is
cake with us and we hope his day sit.
special. Two of our words' Iii I
employees had their big day. On.
week. Sondra Koehn and .Sandr.,
Carmen each turned a year older
Finally Friday was here and tk ILIA .1
busy day we had. We started orn
Valentine Bingo and loved skinning
some unique gifts. While we enjoye,I
our special luncheon we were tritei
tamed by Margaret Wilkins Wesians
to thank her for sharing her btjuiitul
talent with us. Then the time lAt.
had been waiting for was finally hers.
the announcing of our Table in
Cookie
Decorating
winner,.
Every-one did such a great Joh
their tables look so festive bin wc
decided that a few went a step aboce
The winners were Wanda Beasle
'rota McGregor, Agnes Lyons. and
Mildred Horn for their romantic' tabh•
The most onginal theme %sent tiifits
table of Lynn Smith. Ella Val,
Tidwell. Rupelle Alderdicc. mkt
Frances Roberts. Barbara Brandon
had each of her table alternate %%ear
ing red and white heart dollies on
their shirts. They get the honorable
mention of cutest. We also did a link.
in the way of Olympics this ixcel.. hot
you will have to stay tuned for those
results.

...;there priceless
memories are made.
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, lk
Phone:(2701759-8700 • l-888-231-5014

Annual Boy Scouts breakfast to be held
A free breakfast for the Boy Scouts of America will be Thursday.
Feb. 20 from 7:30-8:55 a.m., in the Murray room of the CFSB
Center on the campus of Murray State University. The keynote
speaker will be Pat Day, Hall of Fame Jockey. David Taylor is the
2014 campaign chairman.

MHS football rebate day
The Murray High School football program will have a rebate day
Thursday, Feb. 20 at Sirloin Stockade, from 11 a.m. until 9 p.m.
Present the community group day coupon when ordering. Coupons
may be obtained from Murray High School or Terri Dick,(270)
227-0386.

Sierra Club to meet
The Great Rivers Group of the Sierra Club will hold a panel discussion on Thursday. Feb. 20 at 7 p.m.;in the Jesse D. Jones Hall
(MSU Chemistry building), room 1212. This event is sponsored by
Toyota of Murray and will feature three speakers who will discuss
the global climate situation.

MWC Home Department to meet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, Feb. 20 at 11 a.m. Ginny Harper will present the program, titled "Reality Store." All members are invited to attend.

FREE TRAVEL SHOWS
PADUCAH

Tues., Feb. 18
10 AM,2$17 PM
Country Inn & Suites
by Carlson
145 McBride Ln
MURRAY
Wed., Feb. 19
10 AM & 2 PM
Hampton Inn
& Suites
1415 LoweS Dr

Holiday Vacations
Call tor ,t FREE Brochurc'

1-800-826-2266

11.5151.

AO

Oct. 8-14 with
Retired WPSD Local 6
News Anchor

TOM BUTLER
• All Airfare & 9 meek,
at 5 nights London
gi Windsor Castle
• Tower of London
• Hampton Court
• Thames River Cruise
• Stonehenge & Bath
TOUR DEPARTS PADUCAH
holidayvacations net
Keyword. peclucah

l)r. Scott o‘t( r
1710-I) II'.'') 1 \outh
Murrit . K 1

"
"

It 1WilVt.t I11(

chouptactic.com

Nernst lo*Orr
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AmAresnts For non

Muni-Storage
SALE
1504 Diuguid Dr
Saturday.
February 22
9.00 AM
Selling contents of
the following units
21 59.60, 87. 37. 97.
50. 29. 31. 53.65.69

ARE you looking for a
position where you can
put your communication skills to work?
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS
is searching for a
career-minded individual with superior communication, organizational and computer
skills to solicit advertising contracts that will
be used to purchase
new scoring equipment
for schools and sporting facilities.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Lynn Grove
Sall Storage
27O-51114142
cie& Laura Mrs

Now accepting applications for
Nurse Schedule/Supply Clerk
Monday-Friday position with an occasional
weekend Benefits after 90 days
Expenence in scheduling for 50 plus
employees preferred Experience in ordering
supplies preferred

The successful candidate will be upbeat,
have
positive and
phone
impeccable
skills. The position is
full time from our
Murray office contacting leads and pursuing
cold calls nation-wide.
If good starting pay and
benefits interest YOU.
please send resume to
recruitingOscorebOard1 con) or apply
106 Max Hurt
at
Drive, Murray, KY.
AUTO Parts sales posiExperience
tion.
required. Apply at
NAPA 1300 N 12th St.
Murray

All Interested please apply In person at
Lakeway Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
2607 Main St. Benton
EOE/AAE
Drug free facility

Now taking appllcations for SRNA's
(State Registered Nurse Assistants)
and those desiring to become a SRNA.
We have great benefits with flexible scheduling
Join the team that dedicates our efforts and
performance to the highest quality
Corner apply In person and receive
same day interview at
Lakewey Nursing & Rehabilitation Center
2607 Main St. Benton.
Equal opportunity Employer
Drug Free Facility

DISCLAIMER

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Frey'
("krt ttr

,,tv ,

•

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to job twork.com.
y fault,
local job
,
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its FULL OR PART time
sources reliable, but housekeeping. Murray
inaccuracies do occur. Plaza Lodge. Apply in
Readers using this person after 7:00PM.
information do so at No phone calls.
their own risk. Although Now Hiring all posipersons and compa- tions. Apply in person
nies mentioned herein at Sonic Drive In, 217
are believed to be rep- So 12th, Murray
utable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor SEASONAL CDL drivany of its employees er. Class A required.
accept any responsibil- Apply in person at
ity whatsoever for their 1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
activities.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an Individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
prOduct7 if so, please send resume to
fdaviclOinf-grp.com or call 270-767-2518
An equal opportunity employer
Poet-oner drug scnsen & background check required

UNDERGROUND
CONSTRUCTION

Wanted:
Operators/Locaters
270-761-8733

LEwirGIR&TIMES
Local !VIM
Home Delivery
iCaillowar
3 me.
3IVA.--WM
6 me.
'-S._________
1 yr.-410.80
1 yr. -$105IS

(Paryrer &

3 Ise.--Vela, 3
me.-$86.111 6 me.-$6.411
1 yr....-.4128.00 1 yr..._..6145.85
1
Money Order
1 Check
1
Name
-1
1 St. Address
I
City.
I State
I Daytime
Ph.

Visa

(270) 753-1713
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air condiboner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

150
Midge
For Sale

2BR 2BA duplex avail
able 3/1 w/appliances
$700
+
$700/mo
deposit No smoking,
no pets. 270-978-0984
3-4BR, 2BA, brick
home. New paint, carpet and tile. $700/mo.
No Pets. Deposit and
references. 293-2972
or 227-0611
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
properties

JANOME

SINGER sewing
machines
°RECK

Vacuums
Quilts starting
at 959
G.E. Financing
S 12 t h
905 - C
3.1 -Air Center,
(270)753 5323

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

likL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
18210s & 10:15's
(270)436-2524

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate
270-753-9898

PREMIER
MINISTOFIAGE
Onside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

E

csi Prop For Rent

2,300SOFT
Office/ROW
Warehouse taus
602 Maple !treat

270-753-0164
1BR etteciency apt
near downtown. I
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities. Deposit
required. Cal
293-2843

600 sq ft office space.
609 Maple. downtown
Murray Will remodel to
suit
(270) 519-9764

Greg I

Gan
Sales &
6" Contir
spend
stale

inst

(270)
Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense

.Ho

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved
Locally awned and
rerated woe 1886

FRAN

Dollars Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

bill aim

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

garten t

(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

training
broaden
tern to

EMBROIDERY 4

Eyecare Specialties

753-7743

.• hi,1+4.,
,
,
•,hlris • Pok

.
C4PC • S-cats • Emblem,
itcn,
DISCOI

tshirtslOmurrely•ky pet

taf-i

Licensed HSU end Greek vendos

1604 Hwy 121 Bypass • Murray
(Corner of 121 Bypass & North 18th Street)
In House Embroidery &

Screen Printing

Always on Time & What
You Ordered
33 ears of De • nelebee Service IL Quaint

preschot
Kentuck

308 South 12th
Murray
759-2500
murrayeyecare.c

SCREEN PRINTING

The p
Kentuci
ner late
competi

grants t
hood
claimed
part oft
Learnin
lion.
Most
four-yel
bolster
centers
provide
progran
Graham

•Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye disease

Dr. Kevin Adams

Products

Call Natasha Hutson or Molly Rogers
at 753-1916 and place your ad today!
•2x2 S12.00 a week
•2x1 S6.00 a week
•13 week contract •Runs on Monday

"The

childrer

earl:
said Grt
as a rest

ty

e

WU.

Office/warehouse
space. Some utilities &
furnishings included.
Hwy 80 & Bethel Rd.
2500sqft. Call Mark
270-293-3352

Mumy Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Art Notice

iorkal Prop. Fat Rent

380
Psis & Supplies
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.corn
(270)436-2858.
Siberian Husky puppies. Registered, 1st
wormed
&
shots
Excellent bloodlines.
$250. 270-804-1210
5-9 pm

,
111111Ls
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Career a 121 S. &

wits own

SALES & VAC

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

Wu %IIrons P.inn mrnsy
'Coin Appraisal
Trends-n- TreasureS
Murray KY 270-753-4161

SINGER

Mail this coupon with payment to:

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185. (270)2934121

,COINS
'
CHRISTOPHER

Sale
for
Hay
23.00/bale. 75.3-1287

-I

160
Nome Furnishings

Nice, 16x80, 2BR 2BA,
w/appliances. Private
town.
near
lot,
$500/month +deposit.
Available March 1st
270-293-1761

WC

Zip

340
Houses For Rent

WARD ELKINS

Viiir PAY top NS Int

Al Mar NM
Sabseripaisas

LARGE
SELECTION
uSED APPLIANCES

Avoid inflationary

T

VERY nice 488, 2BA.
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

VISA

Gnat Hoc

270-753-8536
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 46
o
12r Equal c.pportur,,
NEW, 2BR, 2.5BA
$900,
townhomes.
includes all utilities.
Available March 15.
Pets with Deposit. Call
753-9999
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
100 4711

II TX
Al Yew
Insf
Ii
Dirt
Whi
Send,
(270)

- PREPLANNING -

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $145
28R from $375

605 E Sw,th 12th St

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

subscribe to the

Rest or KY/TN

1BR effeciency ap
1
near downtown
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. S300/mo
plus utilities Deposit
required. Call
293-2843
2BR duplex, all appliances included.
270-787-9948
270-293-0474

Western KY based technology company is
seeking an individual with Precision Ag
experience for a part-time to full-time
position. Primary Responsibilities will be
to assist customers in the areas of soil
testing and nutrient management needs.
Bachelor Degree in Agriculture or related
field is preferred. Certified Crop Advisor
(or willing to obtain).
Send resumes to: jobsataplogic.com

PHU
PUi

S & SERVICE DIRECT

Notice

AAA

San
sesji
Lhasa

I

1

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-706-4859
CONSIGNING MOTHERS March 2-8 at the
County
Henry
Fairgrounds. Turn your
kids' outgrown clothing,
toys and women's
clothing into money.
Participate by calling
731-697-6771 or 731E44-1126 or email
Consigning
MothersOgmail.com
Drop off is March 2nd!
Check out our facebook page and join out
Getty Text group. You
can join by texting
Oconsigningmothers
to 23559.

All real estate advertised herein
subied to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it

illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion. sex. handicap, familial stahik or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.

Hill Electric

walls

753-9562

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Dna Prc

Lake Front Property
Tit
6.3. 49c' water frontage
deep WilICT. dock -able

Cell 753-5606
410

Used ears

Inca.
1721a 605' water frontage
deep water. dock-able
I lIt, fronting • private bay
6, land w spring-fed creek

Priced to sell

phi
his 20(
ducer
6-mont
Of his
weds. I
to a vis
But I
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aglow
Show"
"I la
Fallon,
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are

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Private, beautiful, large
home. Full basement 436-5141 A-AFFORDon 15 acres. 2 stocked ABLE Hauling. Clean
under federal law
out garages, gutters.
We will knowing)), accept any ponds with docks. Lots
advertising for real estate which of extras $369,000.00. junk & tree work.
is not in violation of the law. All
270-252-4125
A-1 Lamb's
persons are hereby informed
Professional Tree
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportuService Insured
nity basis
753-TREE (8733)
For 'further assistance with Fair [
MAO* Pets
ALL Carpentry and
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Handyman service 25
Rene P Milan% 1703)64R-1000
years expenence Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576
00101 0000000

A

NEW

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial

www.hillelectnc.com

Slate laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected

"Freeze Damage Repair
0-torne Improvements
*Bath & Kitchen
•No Job Too EkgSmall
•Frcen Drywall & Painting
To" Plumbing. Flooring
.3 Decks
•Insured 'Sr Discount
..Free Estimates
Member Of Angies List
IsaMuckylalsa
remaxtirtinsisam
270-873-9916

this kit
he host
job he

ago. I
ahead

Tonigt
at the

night I
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after 4
"It's

mome

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE 8
DEBRIS REMOVAL

it wasi

[ rt

fectly

We Finance

(73 1)693- I I 1 3

,r1

watch.

AM

summ
•L

Inn
r"%
Si
:UCired

Ron Frame
i270) 227-3140
(270i 474-0323
54.5 acres on 64
South. 48 acres tillable
Prices for quick sale
270-293-5215

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.corrVproperties or call 270-7534109

Newly remodeled 4
bedroom brick in Lynn
Grove area. 2 Bath,
hardwood floors. new
C/ H/A, on natural gas,
large 2 acre lot. 2 large
buildings.
storage
$120K 293-1231

Homes For Ssie

New 2-4
!bedroom homes in
Pavettleld Estates
890 Real Property
Prolessionais
293-7872
Move in ready, 3BR 1 5
BA. Attached Garage
on 2 I. 5 minutes
west of Murray.
436-5927

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction. Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
screened
porches.
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
repair.
753-0353
Larry Nimmo

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

bringii
lowed

Centel

Night
Live,"
of LA

=CCU

"Trimming

It

*Removal

make
buleni

*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*insured

(270)489-2839

a

Jay LA
O'Bri,
beque

celebt
Home & Office cleaning Great references.
Great Rates Beautiful
job Cal Theresa
270-978-9642
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562,
227-0267

often,
scene
Len
late-n
never
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Janos lilU
(270)2264194
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MILL NIPTIC
PUPA/414G
IRCAVATION
& ThUCKIHG
Al Veer Se..Nods
Instillation
& Rester
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock.
Send, & *Akin
(170)393-11111111

Greg Mansfield
AMP
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Greet Homelown SorWosi
Donl spend yaw money out ol
state
keep N bur'
1270) 293-8480

6111U'

SUDOKU

Gamow

Ceineepise

Electrical Contractors, LI('
Mess Ilellon
ocelle.N;

(270)759-0890

Air"Nr\
McCUISTON
ROOFING
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-Brand New Motortiorne Boat Storage
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the public, critics, or even his
own network, which twiee sent
him packing from "Tonight."
Back in New York, where both
"Thc Tonight Show" and Carson
as its host made their start, this
60-year-old TV institution is
poised to pick up the legend
from where it languished after
Carson's 1992 retirement.
The show will even recommission that sacred space —
Studio 613 — where Carson
reigned before his 1972 move
west.
"I wish Johnny Carson was
still around, so he could see
what we did with his studio,"
says Fallon. "I can't WAIT to
show everybody!"
But even as the 39-year-old
waxes eagerness about the new
"Tonight Show," he wants
everyone to know it won't really
be so different, after all: essentially an hour-earlier "Late
Night With Jimmy Fallon,"
incktding its house band, the
Roots (though this eight-piece
ensemble will expand by two
horns), its announcer-sidekick,
Steve Higgins, and comic bits
like "Slow Jam the News" and
"Thank-you Notes."
"When we started 'Late Night,'
we were DOING laze Night,'"
Fallon explains, "but over five
years it's kind of grown, and
blossomed into what it became,
which is "The Tonight Show.' We
grew ipto it!"
Fallon first became popular
during his six years on
"Saturday Night Live," where
he displayed a chsuneleonic
range of characters and impersonations, plus a musicality that
pants him uncanny skill at
mimicking numerous recording
stars.
His 2004 departure from
"SNL" to pursue a film career

didn't pan out, particularly with
the comedy flop "Taxi," in
which he co-starred with Queen
Latifah (who now has her own
talk show, in daytime).
"I learned a lesson from that
movie." he says. "I definitely
appreciate everything I get now,
where I probably wouldn't have
if that movie was a giant hit. I'm
kind of happy that my film
career didn't take off."
Now a TV staple, Fallon
declares that he's developed "a
voice that people expect from
us."
What is that voice?
"Fun. Nice. Absurd," he says
reflectively. A thoughtful pause,
then a laugh. "I'm still working
on the list."
His key strength as host boils
down to his unflagging engagement, says "Tonight Show" pro-
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Ilsesday, Feb. 13,2014:
This year you often react in a
for all your
childlike manner when it comes
advertising
to your career and relationship
needs.
matters. Try to think before you
speak, and sit on automatic
753-1916
reactions. You frequently will
find yourself in stressful situations where a decision must be
made. If you are single, the person you meet after mid-July will
childhood education, but said be more significant than
the perhis opposition "has to do with son you meet prior to that time.
mandating participation in an If you are attached, working on
evaluation system."
a project together leaves both of
In speaking for the bill, Rep. you feeling satisfied. You enter
Johnny Bell said it would a very special period come sumimprove education in Kentucky. mer. Plan a long-desired vacaThe spin-off effect, he said. tion together. LIBRA loves batting around ideas as much as
would be a stronger Kentucky
you do.
economy that generates needed
revenues for the state.
The Stars Show the Kind of
"How in God's name are we Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
ever going to broaden our tax 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
base if we do not educate our 1 -Difficult
children."
the
Glasgow
ARIES(March 21-Apell 19)
Democrat said.
*** Your sixth sense will help
Before passing the bill, the you sort through a higher-up's
House narrowly defeated an attitude. Clearly, you do not have
amendment that would have dis- the whole story. Defer to somecontinued the initiative once the one else, and try not to worry so
much about a temporary issue.
federal grant money is depleted. Take a stand with someone who
"Who's going to pay for it tends to be defiant. Tonight: Out
after the money runs out?" said and out.
Republican Rep. Jim DeCesare. TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** Pace yourself without
who offered the amendment but
pressuring someone who has
later voted for the bill.
not given a lot ol thought to a
Graham said money from problem. You could feel as
other sources has already been though someone is trying too
available to support the pro- hard to impress others. How you
handle this person could change
gram.
the balance of power. Tonight:
Make time for a special person.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You will be full of fun as
you seek to make a change, but
a partner might not feel the
ducer Josh Lieb.
same way. This person will view
"He's got genuine empathy for this adjustment more seriously.
his guests and for the audience." Relate to a loved one directly. A
he said. "He's trying to give chat might not solve a problem,
but it will show your compasthem the best of himself.
sion. Tonight: Dinner for two.
"He is the most inclusive CANCER (June 21-July 22)
comic I've ever known," adds **** Take an overview of
Lieb, whose credits include your finances. You know your
"The Daily Show With Jon limits with a domestic matter. If
you are not as comfortable as
Stewart" and the sitcom you would like with an invest"NewsRadio." "Some comics ment, say 'no. Remember how
want to shut the audience out. intuitive you usually are, and
Jimmy really wants to bring the then follow through on your gut
feeling. Tonight: At home.
whole world in on the joke."
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Fallon is also up for anything, **** Your efforts will pay off,
and his-guests seem chill about given some endurance and folfollowing his lead. Like when low-through. A person who has
he and tough-guy action-film been quite distant might start to
open up. You could be delighted
star Jason Statham doused each by this reversal. A family memother with pitchers of water dur- ber's serious attitude might
ing a card game called Water unnerve you. Tonight: Try not to
push so hard.
War.
23-Sept. 22)
VIRGO
"I'm not afraid to get wet," ****(Aug.
In the next few weeks,
says Fallon.
you will get a read on how your

ad
5oecials

A new 'Tonight' dawns with Jimmy Fallon as host
NEW YORK (AI')
On the
walls of Jimmy Fallon's office
are photos. Lots of photos. Of
his 2007 marriage to film producer Nancy Juvonen. Of their
6-month-old daughter, Winnie.
Of his mom and dad as newlyweds. Fallon points them all out
to a visitor proudly.
But the dominant photo is a
portrait of Johnny Carson,
aglow in front of his "Tonight
Show" drapes.
"I look at that every day," says
Fallon,"and just go,'Yeah — it's
SO fun!'"
Already Fallon is immersed in
this kind of fun. For five years
he hosted NBC's "Late Night," a
job he relinquished only days
ago. And now he's looking
ahead to the Big Show, "The
Tonight Show," where Monday,
at the special time of 12 midnight EST, he retrieves Carson's
mantle — back in New York
after 42 years in Los Angeles.
"It's giant! It's a big TV
moment!" says Fallon. "Even if
it wasn't me, I would tune in to
watch."
A Manhattan borne base perfectly suits its new host, a consummate New Yorker, while
bringing it under the same hallowed roof (NBC's Rockefeller
Center headquarters) as "Late
Night" and "Saturday Night
Live," other jewels in the crown
of Lorne Michaels, its new
executive producer.
It also allows "Tonight" to
make a clean break from its turbulent post-Carson era under
Jay Leno(and,fleetingly, Conan
O'Brien), when the Carsonbequeathed formula of jokes,
celebs and chitchat was, too
often, upstaged by behind-thescenes soap opera.
Lem was consistently the
late-night ratings winner, but
never won much respect from
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FRANKFORT,'Ky.(AP) — A kindergarten when the time measure would give families an
bill aimed at improving kinder- comes."
easy-to-understand ratings sysgarten readiness by expanding
The measure passed the House tem to assess the quality of early
training for preschool staffs and on a 79-11 vote. It now heads to childhood programs in day cares
broadening use of a rating sys- the Senate.
and preschools.
tem to critique day cares and
Kindergarten
readiness
"Every parent should be able
preschools was passed by the remains a nagging problem for to choose high-quality programs
Kentucky House Friday.
Kentucky education. A recent that fit the needs of their famiThe proposal is a response to report indicated about half of ly," he said.
Kentucky's emergence as a win- kindergartners in the Bluegrass
The Democratic governor
ner late last year in a national state aren't prepared to master urged the Republican-led Senate
competition for government essential skills in school.
to "give this bill the consideragrants to improve early childKindergarteners across the tion it deserves for the benefit of
hood
teaming.
Kentucky state were given the assessment. our youngest citizens."
claimed a $44.3 million grant as If found that 51 percent of those
The rating system is based on
part of the Race to the Top-Early who started school in the fall of child-to-caregiver ratios, childLearning Challenge competi- 2013 weren't ready.
care staff training, curriculum
tion.
Graham, chairman of the and regulatory compliance. It
Most of the money from the House Education Committee, would apply to public and prifour-year grant will be used to said that better preparing more vate early childhood programs.
bolster training at child-care preschoolers for kindergarten
Graham gave assurances that
centers and preschools, and to would lessen the need for reme- faith-based programs could conprovide incentives to improve dial schoofing later on.
tinue offering the same curricuprograms, said Rep. Derrick
"We're putting the money on lum.
Graham, the bill's lead
*04.94 oild.soiMvilp .
,David
Flpyd, R"The end goal tr:
. s
he voted
.0.04Intli
M110
children will be in altightirafi- get cur kids caster and college • against the bill because it would
ty early childhood program," ready," he said.
remove the voluntary aspect of
said Graham,D-Frankfort."And
Gov. Steve Beshear praised the rating program. He said he
as a result, they will be ready for the House action, saying the values the importance of early
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year is going to go. Note what
areas of your life might not be
running smoothly right now
Communication coved be off. If
you believe someone has made
an outrageous statement, speak
up. Tonight: Go along with a
request.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** How you get past an
obstacle that seems to keep
appearing will be the key to your
success. You know what to do.
Somehow, you'll manage to get
your way and not upset anyone
in the process. You also might
gain a former dissenter's support. Tonight: Do your thing.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** The unexpected will occur,
and you might be backpedaling
for a while. Your response to a
surprise could be more significant than you realize Take
some time to consider all the
potential options before declaring what you will do. Tonight
Take some much-needed private time.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
**** Rethink a recent decision you've made. The unexpected might occur with a child
or loved one. Maintain a sense
of humor, and don't lose sight of
your long-term goals. Your
responses could be very different from what you had anticipated. Tonight: Go for the moment.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might want to understand what is happening with
someone you respect, as this
person could be acting out of
sorts. Sometimes the best
approach is to be subtle while
indicating that you care and are
there for him or her. Tonight: In
the limelight.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
*** Your sense of direction will
help you sort out an issue. The
more detached you are from a
complication, the more likely you
are to come up with a winning
solution. Problems will surface,
and fortunately, they will be
minor. Tonight Opt for the most
unique idea.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** The Sun moves into
your sign today and energizes
you. In the next few weeks, you
will note a positive change in
your life. Test out what seems
like an incredible offer with several trusted friends. You might
not be as realistic as you need to
be. Tonight: Call a friend.
BORN TODAY
Actor John Travotta (1954),
actor Matt DMon (1964), author
Helen Gurley Brown (1922)
•••

Jacquelin* Naar Is on the
Internet at www.lacquelineblmw.cont.
(c) 2014 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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U11 mot to the start of the Lady
Tiger bashedrall game with Fuituts
City. Members it the homecoming cunt were Haley Hart. Easily
Sissy. Beam& Viacom and Limdsey
Banns.
Births repined included a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Han.Feb.9.
Grandparents are Fred and Brenda
Hart of Hazel. Doyle and Cumin
McEntyre of Dardeaselle. Art..
and Dun and Elaine Wood. of
Pans. Ar. Great-grandparents arc
Huron and Leona Richerson of
Murray.
Ed Pavlick, Bill Furst and Ken
Claud. members of the Murray
Lions Club. were pictured loading
2,477 pairs of eyeglasses collected at Make A Difference Day
events into a truck to be taken to
Indiana.
Murray High's Katie Wagoner
was pictured attempting a shot
against the defense of a Fulton
City defender as teammate Brandi
Vincent looked on during a recent
basketball game. The Lady Tigers
won 54 to 44.
Twenty years ago
Ashley Michelle Jackson celebrated her fifth birthday Feb. 6
with a party at her home. She is
the daughter of Mitch and Laura
Jackson, of Murray. and the
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Jackson and Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Bearsby.
Brescia L. Hute. of Murray. had
been named to the fall 1993
Dean's List at Coastal Carolina
University.
Murray High School senior
Denise Parrish was pictured with
the sweatshirts that she designed
for her local Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America (VICA)chapter.
Belvia Clark. 18-year-old
daughter of Judy and Robert
Clark and a Calloway County
High Schotil senior, had won the

Meal MICA Tans-Vdm snap rummies.
Massa limadees ealebnmed his
third lusehday with • petty at
Psalm's. He is the ana of Mike
and Mame Ilamders.
flirty pima alai
Buns waned imeladed a girl
to Ms. sod Mrs. Jerry Mermaid.
Feb. 4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Rank'Ivey, Feb. 5; a boy
to Mr.and Mts. Barry Lee.Feb.6;
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Dewayne Hutson. Feb. S.
Charles Celia. senior at Murray
High School and son of Dr. and
Mn. Ronald Cella. was a finalist
in the National Merit Scholarship
Program. according to Bill Wells,
principal. and Wanda Gough.
guidance counselor.
Forty years ago
Butch Greer. a resident of
Calloway County and local outdoor enthusiast. was to begin
writing a weekly column for Fins
'n Feathers. Greer was president
of the Calloway Deer Sportsmen
and was a charter member of the
Fred Bear Sports Club.
Fifty years ago
Murray State Thoroughbreds
beat Eastern 92 to 87 in a basketball game and are now the leaders
in the Ohio Valley Conference
league.
Prof. Leslie Putnam was to
speak on "Senior Citizens" at a
meeting of the Home Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Potatoes were advertised at 79
cents for a 20 pound bag in the ad
for the A&P this week.
Sixty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Adkinson.
of Charlotte. NC., were the new
parents of a baby girl born Jan.
24. Maternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Lawton Alexander.
Mystery Farm No. 5 in the
Ledger & Times series was identified as that of Mrs. Mable Pullen
on the Lynn Grove Road at the
west edge of the Murray city limits.

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Feb. 17. the
48th day of 2014. There are 317
days left in the year. This is Presidents Day.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 17. 1864, during the
Civil War. the Union ship USS
Housatonic was rammed and sunk
in Charleston Harbor. S.C.. by the
Confederate hand-cranked submarine HL Hunley. which also sank.
On this date:
In 1863. the International Red
Cross was founded in Geneva.
In 1865,Columbia,S.C.. burned

as the Confederates evacuated and
Union forces moved in. (It's not
clear which side set the blaze.)
In 1897, the forerunner of the
National PTA, the National Congress of Mothers, convened its
first meeting in Washington.
In 1913. the Armory Show, a
landmark modern art exhibit,
opened in New York City.
In 1933. Newsweek magazine
was first published by Thomas
J.C. Marlyn under the title "NewsWeek." '*
In 1947, the Voice of America began broadcasting to the Sovi-

Girlfriend's texts to stepfather
throw family out of whack
MAR AMY Myossagen
Fuse MAU disc os elect dial ins
his pusaibk future
girlfriend
wde
*ay testing pictures it
hen,' lo hi. stepfather Needless
in say. he told her the relation
ship is user
Now. for
obvious remsows. he an
longer wean
to be around
his stepfather.
and is deeply
concerned
about how it
will affect his
relationship
with
his
mother,my
ex-wife. They
By Abigail
are
close,
Van Buren
which
encouraged. but she seems to be
in denial about the situation. Have
you any suggestions on how to
be supportive of my son and all
the dynamics? -- TOO MUC'H
DRAMA IN MISSOURI
DEAR
TOO
MUCH
DRAMA: You say your ex-wife
seems to be in denial. Was the
reason for the breakup ever
explained to her? If it wasn't, then
your son should talk to his mother about it, and from then on
arrange to see her alone.

aid gad away wham SSA* he
slississiy•
•dois who these peolie an. Ite met a helicopter
anthiSis amaw who lovas
iny IiTuI am.to make sune
easy* is vs/ bob
Raceady. a Itialh-grader in our
school district and a house party
wham 30 hide received underage
dridthig eitatiems! lionrra;arig
ut
I'm tails MD dmices.
is not being your child's best
friend. Pleme encourage parents
not to be afraid to reach out to
other parents. It easily does tete
a village. -- VIGILANT IN BUCKS
COUNTY. PA,
DEAR VIGILANT: Your children are fortunate to have a mother who is as involved in their
lives as you are. Not all young
people are so lucky. Your son
may find your vigilance embarrassing, but take comfort in knowing that all kids your son's age
find their parents embarrassing.
Orchids to you for pointing
out the importance of parents networking with each other to ensure
that their children are safe and
supervised. When an entire "village" is watching, there is less
chance of a lamb straying.

DEAR ABBY: I have been married to my wife for 33 years. I
recently found a pair of her panties
with "Booty Call" printed across
DEAR ABBY: I just dropped the back. I can't help but wonoff my 13-year-old son at a party. t der. She has never had underwear
He's a sev•enth-grader, and when • like that in 33 years. What gives?
(take him to a friend's house. if -- SURPRISED TEXAN
I haven't met the parents. I walk
DEAR SURPRISED: Was
him to the door and introduce your wife wearing the lingerie at
him and myself to them.
the time? If not, how did you
I do this to try and make sure discover the panties?
the parents are at home and responThe surest way to get to the
sible. (Honestly. if they weren't. bottom of this would be to ask
I'd take ay son and leave.) I your wife this question. She may
know it embarrasses him, but most have thought they were cute and
parents thank me because they want bought them on impulse -- or
to meet the parents of the kids they may have been a gift. Please
who are in their homes.
let me know, because not only
Times are different for our kids am I interested in her answer, but
today. I just can't believe that some- I'm sure millions of readers are
one would simply drop off a child curious, too.

Trans fats may soon be
eliminated from all foods
DEAR DOCTOR k I am uses
fats limed on loud labels. and I've
reed that the WA Nay he ass.
Can ou remind Mill IAN VIM
flab are, and shy they're bad for
me''
DEAR READER: Irani fits
are a type of unsaturated fat Once
upon a time. we consumed only
small amounts of naturally occurring trans fats
some meat
and
dairy
groans.
Bet by the
transI. 2wtkr

whet I INC dad *else Mad I re,
ummaindad le arg gamic
I airs tacdi wzis
aisd
i
o al
s cidlisps at miss
the
marpanics
prime over Inner. In Ian, the
unly penes I Mew who Mewed
was my vary sionsl Sow. She
stitch with Warr. MN said she
knew you amid go light on the
Mater, bee she jeet easpecied thai
nick nierprimes were mem worse.
Not for the first time, I should
have listened to her.
In the 1990s, nutrition scien
hats -- led by my Harvard col
league Dr. Walter Willett -- disfats
covered that tram fats were at
everywhere. least as heart-unheelthy as satuThat's because rated fats. Sating trans fats boosts
chemists dis- LDL (bed) cholesterol and lowcovered that ers protective HDL cholesterol.
they
could Trans fats also have unhealthy
By
Ex Anthony
turn
liquid effects on triglycerides. They
Komarot
vegetable oil increase the risk of blood clots
into a solid or and they feed inflammation, which
semi-solid by bubbling hydrogen plays a key tole in heart disease,
gas through it (think margarine). stroke and diabetes.
When hydrogen is bubbled through
And yet, for years the U.S.
liquid oils, they are called 'par- Food and Drug Administration
tially hydrogenated" oils, or trans (FDA) labeled trans fats as "genfats.
erally recognized as safe"(GRAS).
Why would chemists want to That allowed them to be used
create trans fats? They don't spoil without testing or approval.
or turn rancid as readily as nonIn November, the FDA prohydrogenated fats, and they posed removing trans fats from
respond better to repeated heat- the GRAS list. That means coming.
panies will have to prove that
Those characteristics made trans trans fats are safe if they want
fats a workhorse of the food indus- to continue to put them in their
try. By the late 1990s: nearly all products.
prepared cookies and crackers conThe FDA's proposal, if finae
tained trans fats. Restaurant fry- ized, should eliminate artificial
ing oils were also rich in trans trans fats from our food supply.
fats.
Food companies have already
At first, doctors and nutrition found healthier alternatives,so your
scientists thought that trans fat in taste buds are unlikely to even
food might be a healthy substi- notice the change. But your heart
tute for saturated fat, which was and the rest of your body most
known to increase blood choles- certainly will.
terol levels and the risk of heart
disease. So people hoped that sub(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
stituting trans fats for saturated and professor at Harvard Medfat would reduce the risk of heart ical School. To send questions,
disease. For example, my moth- go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
er stopped using butter and start- Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
ed using stick margarine. That's Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)
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et Union.
In 1959, the United States
launched Vanguard 2, a satellite
which carried
meteorological
equipment.
In 1972. President Richard M.
Nixon departed the White House
with his wife. Pat, on a historic
trip to China.
In 1988, Lt. Col. William Higgins, a Marine Corps officer serving with a United Nations truce
monitoring group, was kidnapped
in southern Lebanon:.,by Iranianbacked terrorists:(lie was later
slain by his rapider
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FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are other
uses for coffee filters:
* Use to make crafts with
children.
* Make into sachets.
Dampen and use to cover
food before microwaving.
* Use to line the bottom of
plant pots.
* Use as a makeshift bowl
for snacks.
— Heloise
OLD ELECTRIC BLANKET
Dear Heloise: I need some
hints on what to do with old
electric blankets. The controls no
longer work, but the blankets are
in good condition. — Tanuny P.,
Ozark, Mo.
Once the wires are removed,
you still have a perfectly good
blanket. In the colder months,
you can layer it between the sheets
and comforter on a bed for more
warmth. You also can wrap plants
in it to protect them. You can
use it to cover furniture, etc., in
storage, make it into a pet bed
or fold it and use as a cushion.
There are many things you can
use it for. If it is still in good
shape, definitely don't throw it out.
— Heloise
LETTER OF LAUGHTER
Dear Heloise: This is in

response to your comment on
where the Box Tops for Education labels are found. Imagine
my surprise when I found one
on the bottom of a package of
adult disposable underwear! I
loved it — now they are targeting grandparents! And I'm saving them for my grandkids. Smart
marketing! — KM..Tyler. Texas
TEXTBOOK ID
Dear Heloise: College students should write their name
and phone number on a sticky
note'and put it in each textbook
just in case it gets lost. I usually put mine on the back side
of the cover page. — Alison in
San Antonio
Great hint, Alison! You can
write your information on an
inside cover in pencil or ink,
too. Then later just erase it, or
cover over with marker. — Heloise
BATHROOM HOOKS
Dear Heloise: A woman complained about missing hooks for
purses in public restrtxm stalls.
My hint is this: If the -hook is
missing. I loop my purse's strap
over the corner of the stall door.
That way. it does not touch the
ground, and I can still grab i.
— Tedra H., Auburn, Ind.
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Crosswords

AND IN TNE ONE-MAN
FOAM LUGE EVENT' THE GOLP
MEDAL GOE5

GiAttkIR 1=1

WHERE
AM I?
Dear
Readers:
Here is this
week's
SOUNDOFF.
about businesses and
by
posting
Mftbe
addresses:
"1 work for
a company...that sends me to
other towns and a neighboring
state. Most Of the commercial
businesses do not post addresses or business names on their
building, or they are too small
to read from the street. Some
towns do not even have street
signs on the corners. Some
addresses do not show on our
GPS. HOW do they expect visitors to gel around their town?
— Pat, via email"
Pat, you must he reading my
mind! Many times, I have had
to park the car and walk up to
the door to read the tiny print.
— Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: I-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Helo ise.com

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
22
23
27
29
30
32
33
35
38
39
41
45
46
47
48

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
28
31
34

Glasses, informally
Bridge utterance
Foretelling deck
Johnson's successor
Wise teacher
Green of "The Voice"
Netlike fabric
Boar's mate
"Stop panicking!"
Tennis star Lendl
Peaceful
Overlays with precious metal
Flu symptom
Winter showers
Scorch
Dreamers' counterparts
Director Burton
Lumber
Bush's successor
Taunt
Picker
Open, as a new TV
Johnson's successor
Artery opener

Kin of blvds.
Fido's foot
Historic time
With 6-Down, 21-Down
Author Larsson
See 4-Down
Diner dessert
Chopping tools
Song for one
Winter weather
Last year's jrs.
Band's jobs
Wicked
Story
February honoree
Nights before
Orderly
Messes up
"Harvey star
— Paulo
Yoga position
,

35
36
37
40
42
43
44

Chinese secret society
Structural support
Doll cry
Fellows
White House nickname
George W., to George H.W.
Work phone no.
RISES
TERRA
I CAME
ARIEL
DENIM
BASSO
EDITED
KIN
RUT
SIGHING
SPY
TRA ARS
SEEMS
COERCE
SUP
REPASTS
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ARE
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KENYA
ELITE
EATUP
REVEL
SLOPE
SCADS
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Lakers
escape
Ohio Co.
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer
Head coach Bruce Lane and the
Calloway County Laken (19-5) didn't
want to be upset on back-to-back nights.
Following Friday night's narrow loss
on the road to Marshall County in overtime,Lane and the Lakers returned home
Saturday night to face the Ohio County
Eagles - this time holding on to a slim
lead to close out the win 67-66.
"It was good to see after an emotional
game (Friday) night," Lane said following the victory. "It takes a lot out of you
when you have to turn around and play
back-to-back nights.
"Of course, if you want to play in the
semi-finals and finals of the regional
tournament, you have to do the same
thing."
For the first few minutes, the Letters
looked like a team possessed.
Calloway County (19-5) took the
opening tip and ran out to a 10-0 lead in
the first four minutes, then at one point
held a 30-13 lead midway through the
second quarter after Parker Adams hit a
jumper for two of his eight points.
The Eagles, however, would return
volley, using a quick 9-2 run capped by
Austin Seeger's only basket of the night
coming from downtown to cut
Calloway's lead to 10, 34-24, heading
into the locker room.
The Eagles then flew all over
Calloway in the third quarter. rolling into
the final frame on a 19-7 run to cut the
Calloway lead to one,46-45 - fueled by
four points from Trevor Lewis,six points
See LAKERS, 10A

PREP
WRESTLING

Three to
state for
Letter spurs Calloway
career night

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Murray State guard T.J. Sapp (above) slices to the rim for a contested layup against Eastern Illinois' Luke Piotrowski during the first half of
Saturday night's Ohio Valley Conference tilt at the CFSB Center.(Below) Murray State forward Jonathan Fairell knocked down seven of his
nine free throw attempts, scoring 11 points in the victory.

MURRAY STATE
CLINCHES OVC
WEST OUTRIGHT,
DOUBLE BYE IN
LEAGUE TOURNEY

under .500 for a little bit — but I knew
we were young, we had a lot of new
guys in and we just had to keep working. We just had to work together and
just keep practicing hard every day.
"I knew it was going to come together for us, we just had a vision from this
summer and we knew we were going to
be here, thank God."
Fields scored nine points and

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

II See MEN, 10A

From November to February, Dexter
Fields and T.J. Sapp haven't wavered on
their expectations for the Racers this
season.
Saturday night, the duo helped bring
Murray State one step closer.
Two days after clinching at least a
shaie of the Ohio Valley Conference
West, Murray State wasted little time
securing the title outright, beating
Eastern Illinois 72-60.
With the win the Racers claim one of
two double byes in the league tournament March 5-8, and Fields said there
was little doubt in his mind the Racers
would win the West, yet again.
"We started off a little shaky, a little
bumpy," he said with a smile. "We
couldn't win a road game, we were

for Fairell at
the FT line

Buuruu
STANDINGS

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Jonathan Fairell was out on the floor
at the CFSB Center shooting free
throws nearly three hours before the
start of Murray State's men's game
Saturday.
Apparently, the 6-foot-7, 265 pound
forward was rehearsing some new
tricks, tying to inflate his anemic free
throw numbers before a matchup with
Eastern Illinois.
Racer head coach Steve Prohm
received a letter Friday morning from a
Murray State alumni, and in it were tips
for Fairell on how to improve at the foul
line.

West
OVC(Over*
School
11-2(16-9)
Murray State
7-6(11-16)
S1U-Edwardsville
6-8 (9-17)
Eastern Illinois
5-7(11-15)
Austin Peay
4-8(13-13)
SE Missouri State
3-9 (8-19)
UT-Martin
East
OVC(Overall)
School
11-2(20-8)
Belmont
9-3 (18-9)
Morehead State
8-5 (18-9)
Eastern Kentucky
6-6(13-14)
Tennessee Tech
4-9(10-18)
Jacksonville State
2-11 (3-24)
Tennessee State

•See FitUREU.., 10A
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OVC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: MSU 83, EIU 74

Racers snap seven-game skid
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Murray State senior Jessica Winfrey puts up a shot
Saturday against Eastern Illinois.

Rob Cross says he saw a different mentality from his team during the final stretches of
Saturday's game against Eastern Illinois —
and it may have been just enough to salvage
the Racers post-season hopes.
Bianca Babic scored 17 points to lead five
Racers in double figures, as Murray State
defeated the Lady Panthers 83-74,snapping a
seven-game losing skid in conference play and
keeping MSU.s post-season hopes alive for
another week.
"The way were able to stay together
tonight, the talk during the timeouts was
great," Cross said. "In previous games we've
had people hanging their heads like they'd just

screwed up and made the mistake that cost
their team the game, when that's never the
case.
"Tonight it was them saying,'OK guys, we
are going to get this — we are going to stay
together and we are going to finish this.'"
A loss to EIU Saturday would have eliminated Murray State (9-14, 2-9 Ohio Valley
Conference) from making the OVes eightteam, post-season tournament, and senior forward Jessica Winfrey said her team knew the
stakes of the game going in.
"We talked about it for the a few days," she
said after her 15-point, six-rebound performance. "We knew that if we got this win we
could get the momentum going and still actually have a chance to make it to the tournaSSee WOMEN, 10A

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Sports Writer
Adding to the most successful regular
season in school history. Calloway
County will be sending three qualifiers
to state and one alternate, following
strong results from the Paducah
Tilghman wrestling regional this past
weekend.
No. 3 seed Isaiah Frank (147 lb.) finished third, no. 3 seed Jack Hanes (115
lb.)finished third and no.5 seed Bryson
Elliot (162 lb.) slid into fourth with a
strong showing.
Fifth place finisher Colby Culver will
also represent the Lakers as an alter.
nate.
Cody Jackson and Logan Thomas
each finished sixth,just one place out of
an alternate invitation.
Though not exactly the "eight to
state" head coach Dickie Walls was
looking for all season long, assistant
head coach Chris McWherter said it
was a major positive to see Frank and
Elliot both make state in their final year
as Lakers, while Hanes and Culver will
be able to see what state is like arid prepare for it in the coming years.
Down with the flu all week,Walls put
McWherter in charge of the team for the
weekend, and McWherter said the kids
delivered.
Confident Hanes and Frank would
qualify for state this year, McWherter
said he was most surprised by Elliot's ,I
performance on Saturday, outplaying:
Will Crabtree from University Heights •
Academy 9-5 to make it to the second.
round of double elimination.
"We knew if he could beat him, he:
would be able toi make it to state."
McWherter said."He did what he needed to do and physically dominated him '
and took hint down."
Having not lost since a match against
Hopkinsville early in the year, Frank
ran into Christian County's Kevi
Metlock from Christian County.
Nearly beating him, Frank would
•See wokasnaso,10A

•Lakers...
From Page *A
from Trace Young and nine
points from Matthew Sloyan. k
Ohio Co. briefly grabbed the
lead.45-44.after Sloyan hit a 24footer with seconds remaining in
the third quarter. but Tristan
Crady hit an easy layup as time
expired to give the lead beck to
Calloway.46-45.
"We just weren't down tonight
in delensise position and stance."
Lane said."We weren't guarding
and we were letting people by us.
and that creates problems for us
because then yoi‘have to help up
and people are getting layups."
Calloway wouldn't relinquish
the lead in the closing minutes Connor Wagner hit an offensive
rebound putback off of an Adams
miss for two of his 14 points to
stretch the Calloway lead back to
five. 55-50.
Michael Arnett kept the lead to
five,64-59, when he took Young
one-on-one and drew the and-1.
nailing the free throw for his
team-leading 18th point of the
NICK DOLAN / Ledger & limes game.
Calloway was up 67-62 with 40
Calloway's Michael Arnett goes up over Ohio County's
remaining in regulation
18
his
of
seconds
two
for
(23)
Young
Trace
Ross Tichenor(15)and
hit a jumper to cut
Lewis
when
67-66.
win
would
Calloway
night.
points Saturday

•Women...
From Page 9A
ment.
"It v. as very important for us
to win this game. not just for
making it to the tournament, but
for us as a team to get our confidence back up."
guard
point
Freshman
Janssen Starks, who scored 15
points and handed out five
assists, said she was elated as
the game's final second ticked
away.
"I went to the huddle and
screamed." she said, "because I
think everyone's confidence was

getting low. In practice we all
kind of seemed defeated and I
don't think we thought that we
could still make the tournament.
and
in
came
"Coach
explained to us that we still
could, so as the clock went off
and we won, everyone was just
so excited and I think it's going
to be a huge turnaround for us."
The Racers held Eastern
Illinois' leading scorer Sabina
Oroszova to just six points
before fouling out, while Taylor
Porter added 12 and Netanya
Jackson scored 11 for Murray

the lead to dust. 67-64. VV.&
Caner soaks. inbound. pass in
the comer and was isnonedissly
napped,forcing him tojump and
his Clay Smotherman on the left
bowline.
He stepped out of bounds. giving Ohio County the chance to
take the last shot to send it to
overtime.
Ohio County, however, had no
timeouts remaining, and after
doubling the three-point line.
Calloway forced an entry pus
inside for a wide open Eagle
lay up.
The only problem? Less than
five seconds remained in the
game, allowing Skyler Hunter to
hold the ball out of bounds for
the win.
"I was proud on the last play
there," Lane said."We knew they
didn't have any timeouts left and
so we hedged everything hard
and guarded the three-point line
and gave up the layup, but we
knew if it was under five seconds, we wouldn't have to take
the ball out."
Lewis tallied 16 points, Young
finished with 13 points and 11
rebounds and Sloyan .would end
the night with a game-high 24
points in the loss.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AllIC)
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St Murray KY • 753-341
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Tuesday% owns
Allenta st Indiana. 7 p.m
Cievelend at Philadelphia 7 p.m
Toronlo Washington, 7 p.m.
Charlotte el Detroit. 7:30 p.m
Orlando at Milwaukee,8 p.m
New York at Memphis,8 pm
Miami at Dalin. 8:30 p.m
Phoenix at Denver,9 p.m
San Antonio at L A Clippers. 1030
P.m

Prep Gans Basketball
Monday's Games
Murray at McCracken Co,,6 p.m
Tuesday's Games
Callaway Co vs Paducah Tighman. 6
pm
Thursday's Games
Calloway Co at Ballard Mernonal, 6
pm
Friday's Gaines
Murray at Carlisle Co 6p m

Prop Boys Basketball
Monday's Gaines
Murray at McCracken County. 7:30 pm,
Tuesday's Games
Calloway Co vs Paducah Tilghman,
730 p.m,

MS
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•Wrestling...

important for team morale, makState.
Jackson also grabbed six ing the OVC Tournament isn't
rebounds in the best game of her his top priority with such a
Murray State career. ,
young team.
"She was a player tonight,"
"That's not really our focus,"
Cross said about Jackson. "She's he said. "Our focus right now is
really been great in practice, and getting better. We are preaching
how she played tonight isn't just to win the day that we are in,
even close to how she's played take everything one possession
in practice. Once she underat a time and things will happen
stands that she's as good as her
the
way they are supposed to
best plays, then I think we will
happen."
really have something special in
Murray State is back in
her."
tonight at home, hosting
action
keepsaid
Cross
And while
ing postseason hopes alive was SIU-Edwardsville at 7 p.m.

From Page 9A
eventually lose 10-6, while
Matlock went on to secure the
Region I championship. Frank
pinned his way all the way
through the consolation bracket
for a third-place standing.
"I think the turning point was
when he flipped (Matlock)to his
back and couldn't keep him in
bounds," McWherter said. "It
was a good match."
Culver was able to secure his
alternate position by winning
the fifth-place match against
Hopkinsville's Eugene Butler 51, while McWherter said Hanes
was "solid all day" en route to a
third-place finish.
matchups unveiled
With
Monday afternoon, McWherter
said Hanes, Frank, Culver and
Elliot wil prepare this week for

32-man state brackets, as state
competition starts Friday at the
Kentucky Horse Park in
Lexington.
"We want everybody to do
really well, but we really want
Jack (Hanes) to take in and relish the state experience," he
said. "Hopefully he'll get excited, have his eyes wide open for
it and enjoy it."
McWherter said he's also really proud to see Elliot excel and
go to state for the first, and last,
time. The senior has wrestled for
four years, and McWherter said
he knew Elliot had the athletic
wrestling build needed to succeed at a high level.
"These kids put so much work
and effort into this," he said.
"We'll just prepare this week
and see what happens."

•Fairell...

II Men...

Pr
on

going through the rest of the seaFrom Page 9A
Racers to a second-straight OVC
son."
From Page 9A
A 7-for-9 performance later,
West title is nothing short of
Sapp said it's the first time
grabbed seven rebounds against
Prohm was more than pleased
.
impressive
seen a crowd get so investhe's
the Panthers Saturday night, and
with Fairell's new-found rou"They are just good," he said.
a pair of made free throws
in
ed
a
as
serves
Sapp,
to
according
tine.
"I'm going to tell you, Steve has
first half of a basketball
the
in
major piece of MSU's inspira"I won't name the guy who
done a really good job with these
game.
title.
tion in chasing a conference
wrote it...but he gave me advice
guys. You get used to winning
"I don't know if I've even
"It's a good thing to clinch the
on what to tell Fairell," Prohm
you think it's just going to
and
people get that happy about
seen
West. but you know, at the end happen because that's just the
said. "So I read it out loud to the
throw — maybe when
free
a
of the day our ultimate goal is to way it is — you're ordained to
team, Fairell demonstrated it
would hit two," he said
Shaq
send this guy out as a champi- win games because you're
and he goes 7-for-9.
laughing. "But I've never been a
on," Sapp said, pointing at Murray.
"The letter said step to the
part of an arena getting so loud
Fields. "I never had any doubt in
line, take a foot back, dribble
"That's not the way it works,
hitting two free throws.
at
be
after
my mind that we would
twice, jump two inches off the
it takes a lot of hard work by
glad it did, though.
"I'm
this point — seeing the type of guys and Murray's guys play
floor and aim at the top of the
the arena got loud
once
Because
talent we had,the type of players hard and they play together."
I
arch.
white square to get good
that boosted his
think
I
were
him.
We
for
chemistry.
and the
mean, he was almost perfect
And for as happy as Prohm
a little bit higher and
confidence
going to start clicking, and I was to clinch the OVC West outtonight."
hitting the rest of the
knew that.
Teammate Ti. Sapp, one of he started
right, the third-year head coach
game."
;It happened, but at the end of echoed Fields and Sapp's sentithe Racers' best free throw
Even EIU head coach Jay
y we have one goal — send ments regarding the work left
shooters, said he also had a little
chama
as
r noticed Fairell's
out
Spoonhou
(Fields)
man
his
ahead.
piece of advice for Fairell before
nt at the line
improveme
drastic
pion. And we aren't trying to
"The double bye is terrific.
his first attempt.
Saturday.
come up short."
said,
just
and
him
to
just because now you only have
"I talked
"He's been working on his
Jeffery Moss led the way for to win two games in two days to
'You're working this a little bit
OVC)
apparently,"
shots
foul
Murray State (16-9, 11-2
t."
too
Tournamen
NCAA
thinking
go to the
too much, you're
mean, my
"I
said.
Spoonhour
with 18 points, while Sapp, he said. "...I told our guys, peomuch,'" Sapp recalled. "I told
good."
pretty
was
that
Jarvis Williams and Jonathan ple are going to ask you about
gosh,
it
him just to come out and shoot
Fairell also reached double fig- (winning the West) — and it's
Even with Fairell's hot night,
with confidence and have no
the Racers managed to
ures.
however,
but
—
great that we did that
worries about it."
Sapp scored 13 and also Belmont is 11-2, we are 11-2,
68.8 percent at the
just
finish
his
down
Fairell knocked
shooting.
grabbed six rebounds, while Morehead State is 9-3. We have
22-of-32
on
first four free throw attempts line
is Fairell goes
Williams narrowly missed his a realistic chance to continue to
problem
"The
garagainst the Panthers, even
(Williams)
Jarvis
fifth-straight double-double with play for a conference champithen
9,
7-forfrom
ovation
standing
a
nering
(Fields)
Dexter
12 points and eight boards. onship.
4-for-8,
goes
the CFSB Center crowd at one
3-for-6
goes
Fairell used a career day at the
Sapp
1-for-2.
goes
"Conference championships
shoothot
his
point because of
free throw line to score II • are tough to win, so our focus
— we just can't ever do it
the line.
from
ing
knocking down seven of his nine right now is just trying to beat a
Even Sapp jumped out of his together." Prohm said. "Maybe
attempts at the stripe.
don't
really good Morehead State
seat on the Murray State bench. we are saving it up, I
Murray State jumped out to a team on Saturday."
know."
"I was really happy for my
10-4 lead early, but eventually
The Racers and Eagles will
Prohm did welcome more
my teammate," he said.
brother,
trailed Eastern Illinois by one tip at 7 p.m. Saturday in MSU's
LOUGH / For the Ledger "This is one thing that's been on free throw advice, however.
KYSER
midway through the first half. final home game of the season.
"We appreciate the letter," he
Moss goes up over EIU's Keenen his mind a lot, and to see him
The Racers regained the lead The program will also honor Murray State's Jeffery
with a smile. "Now send
said
was
game
one
this
it
Racers
overcome
h 18 points in the
late in the frame, thanks in large Fields, it's lone senior, prior to Anderson for two of his team-hig
for Jarvis. I guess."
some
it
keep
will
he
Hopefully
great.
72-60 win over the Panthers Saturday.
part to a Cameron Payne three the game.
just before the buzzer to push
MSU up 32-27 at the break.
The Racers' biggest lead
came as a I4-point advantage
with 2:17 to play. this in the
midst of a 1476 run to end the
game.
MSU held Eastern Illinois (917, 6-8) to just 41.2 percent
shooting from the floor and 18.2
percent from deep, in what
Racer head coach Steve Prohm
called "a complete defensive
game" for his club.
"I may change my mind when
•c!.
1111! Noce! Reit..-litoert,
\:t11.1 &
Parkin.2 10.0'1\ .1% .111.0,1e
I watch the tape," he said, "but
forwe wanted to hold(EIU)to 60 or
Murray attorney,former Calloway County Attorney and District Judge,and
less, which we did. We held
leader
a
been
always
has
mer chair of Murray State's Board of Regents Sid Easley
them to 18 percent from three,
Copies of
and great friend of MSU and the University's Department of History.
41 from the field and I thought
insists
Easley
Judge
sign.
to
Easley
Judge
for
$25
for
sale
on
his book will be
we guarded very well for a
to the Department of History.
donateil
be
signing
book
the
from
proceeds
all
majority of the game and comEasley's book takes readers on a journey into "the heart
municated and .competed for the
of the rapidly changing American landscaper o
most part.
1920s."The story centers on the killing of Graves Cou
"That's what I was most
Sheriff John T.Roach by his own deputy Sam Galloway.
proud of."
today!
retailer
local
your
visit
or
Call
Blanford lead
The slain sheriff's widow, Lois Roach, became the first
Sherman
points,
26
woman sheriff in Kentucky. Bill Cunningham, member
Eastern Illinois with
eclipsing
game
traight
of the Kentucky Supreme Court & a prolific writer himfifth-s
his
403 Maple St, Murray
self,described"A Courthouse Tragedy" as"an incredible
the 20-point mark.
Jay
the passion,
coach
head
EIU
story,told so well by an author who has a unique feel for the place,
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A Courthouse Tragedy: Politics, Murder,
and Redemption in a Small Kentucky Town
Monday, February 17, 2014 • 5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
University Faculty Club at 309 N. 14th Street
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